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Introduction
This work is the result of the cooperation between University of Bologna and CEA-Leti,
more precisely the DRT/LETI/DSIS/STCS/LAP laboratory and its staff in cooperation
with the University of Bologna have provided the necessary means and know-how thanks
to which all results in this thesis have been achieved.
The aim of this work is to give a better description of electromagnetic scattering in a
real propagation scenario and to provide new topics for future works, in fact the scattering
phenomenon has been studied for years because of its relevance in the waves propagation
and in many other fields of application as well (remote sensing, optics, physics, etc.),
but its understanding is still far from being complete. In our context the contribution of
diffuse scattering to the total field in a certain propagation scenario can have a significant
impact on the radio link, above all in the case of non-line-of-sight (NLOS) propagation
(cf. [1]-[2]), that’s why an accurate and efficient model to include in simulation programs
for radio coverage estimation is needed.
As well known in case of smooth and homogeneous surfaces the propagation mecha-
nism of the electromagnetic radiation can be analyzed with the geometrical or physical
optics approximation, therefore all interactions are regarded as reflections, refractions and
diffractions. In a real propagation scenario the case of a perfectly smooth surface may be
rarely present, above all in urban areas where buildings have highly irregular structures
and volume inhomogeneities and then the approximation to have only specular and trans-
mitted paths is not always true. As we will see in the next paragraphs the electromagnetic
propagation in complex environments can be described in different ways, this to take into
account surface and volume effects that occurs in complex structures that don’t generate
only a reflected and transmitted component but rather a distribution of the radiation into
the angular domain. It is necessary to understand that these mechanisms depend of course
on the frequency of the impinging radiation as well as its polarization, its incidence angle
and on the target itself (geometry, material characteristics). Therefore a part of this work
is focused on describing and summarizing existing methods and models for diffuse scatter-
ing characterization, in the meanwhile some radio techniques for materials electromagnetic
characteristics estimation are reported and discussed (these results can be obtained from
a straightforward elaboration of the same measurements done for the diffuse scattering).
So a brief remind on the interaction between EM waves and matter is first done, various
models and measurement methods for each topic are discussed and then our method of
investigation, both theoretical and experimental, is reported and described.
For further information please refer to the bibliography (pag. 83).
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1.1 Interaction between matter and electromagnetic ra-
diation
When an electromagnetic wave impinges on a flat smooth surface, in the hypothesis of
plane incident wave and homogeneous lossless mediums, a reflected and a refracted plane
wave are generated (see fig. 1.1).
Figure 1.1: Reflection and transmission of electromagnetic radiation at an interface.
Thanks to the continuity conditions of the field at an interface for both TE and TM
polarizations it is possible to write reflection and refraction laws:
• Reflection law
ϑi = ϑr (1.1)
• Snell’s law
n1 sinϑi = n2 sinϑt (1.2)
Where n =
√
εc
ε0
is the complex refraction index and εc = ε0εr − j σ2πf is the complex
permittivity.
To take into account amplitude variations of the incident wave at the interface, we can
derive reflection (Γ) and transmission (τ) Fresnel’s coefficients for both TM and TE po-
larizations:
ΓTE =
EreflTE
EincTE
=
cosϑi −
√(
n2
n1
)2
− sin2 ϑi
cosϑi +
√(
n2
n1
)2
− sin2 ϑi
(1.3)
τTE =
EtransTE
EincTE
=
2 cosϑi
cosϑi +
√(
n2
n1
)2
− sin2 ϑi
(1.4)
ΓTM =
EreflTM
EincTM
=
(
n2
n1
)2
cosϑi −
√(
n2
n1
)2
− sin2 ϑi(
n2
n1
)2
cosϑi +
√(
n2
n1
)2
− sin2 ϑi
(1.5)
τTM =
EtransTM
EincTM
=
2
(
n2
n1
)
cosϑi(
n2
n1
)2
cosϑi +
√(
n2
n1
)2
− sin2 ϑi
(1.6)
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Equations (1.3)–(1.6) hold also for the magnetic field. Furthermore power relations can
be obtained through the ratio of transmitted and reflected waves power with the incident
power:
RTE =
PreflTE
PincTE
=
∣∣∣∣n1 cosϑi − n2 cosϑtn1 cosϑi + n2 cosϑt
∣∣∣∣2 = |ΓTE|2 (1.7)
TTE =
PtransTE
PincTE
= 1−RTE (1.8)
RTM =
PreflTM
PincTM
=
∣∣∣∣n1 cosϑt − n2 cosϑin1 cosϑt + n2 cosϑi
∣∣∣∣2 = |ΓTM|2 (1.9)
TTM =
PtransTM
PincTM
= 1−RTM (1.10)
Where (1.8) and (1.10) result from conservation of energy.
1.2 Diffraction
Diffraction is a particular propagation phenomenon generated by obstacles present in the
wave path. It differs from reflection and transmission mechanism because it determines
a different field distribution compared these classical phenomena, in fact, when a certain
radiation impinges on an edge (or wedge), we don’t have a null field in non-directly illumi-
nated areas and either we have a different field distribution in illuminated areas compared
to what we may expect to have in the case of free space propagation. Furthermore diffrac-
tion is more relevant when geometrical dimensions (obstacles, apertures, edges, etc.) are
small compared to the radiation wavelength.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.2: Diffraction from an aperture (a) and “Knife edge” diffraction (b).
Several methods and models can be adopted to characterize the diffraction effect de-
pending on the field of application, the most important are: Huygens–Fresnel principle,
Kirchhoff–Fresnel diffraction equation and Fresnel ellipsoids.
Perhaps the most intuitive way to understand the diffraction behavior is to apply the
Huygens–Fresnel principle but, as it will be treated in the following for a more complex
problem (cf. 1.3), it isn’t here explained. Anyway we will give a brief summary based
on Geometrical Optics (GO) and Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD) in order to
explain the basics of this phenomenon.
In this approach the electromagnetic radiation can be viewed as traveling along defined
paths known as rays; the ray path, in any continuous medium, may be determined using the
Fermat’s principle which states that the energy flows along the paths of shortest electrical
length between any two points in the medium. The shortest electrical path is the path
which results in the shortest propagation time between the two points, furthermore these
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rays are orthogonal to constant phase surfaces (the wavefront), then if the media is also
homogenous ray paths are straight lines. These before mentioned concepts are at the base
of GO, which natural extension to include diffraction phenomena has been first introduced
by J. B. Keller founding the GTD on the following assumptions:
1. A diffracted ray is generated whenever a ray impinges on an edge (or on a vertex)
2. For every diffracted ray the Fermat’s principle still holds
These two statements leads to diffraction law : the angles between incident or diffracted
rays and the edge satisfy Snell’s law (1.2) applied to diffraction, where the transmission
angle ϑt becomes in fact the angle of diffraction ϑd.
If the rays are in the same material then ϑd = ϑi, therefore diffracted rays outside the
wedge belong to the Keller’s cone (fig. 1.3).
Figure 1.3: Representation of the Keller’s cone.
Considering only straight edges, if the impinging wave is plane, the diffracted wave is
cylindrical for perpendicular incidence (ϑd = ϑi = π2 ) and conical for oblique incidence.
1.3 Diffuse scattering
Strictly speaking diffuse scattering is the reflection (and transmission) of radiation from
a rough surface such that an incident ray is reflected (and transmitted) at many angles
rather than at just one angle as in the case of specular reflection (and transmission). As
a consequence of this the energy is scattered in a wide range of directions, apparently
without following the geometrical optics rules.
Furthermore diffuse scattering has several behaviors and its characterization is not as
simple as it could seem. In the next sections we will analyze different methodologies and
theories adopted to study such phenomenon, but at the beginning it’s better to give a
qualitative understanding of this topic.
First we define a surface as rough if it scatters the energy of an incident plane wave
into various directions rather than only in the specular one (cf. [3]). According to this
definition, the same surface may be rough for some wavelength and smooth for others, and
the same could happen for different angles of incidence. An issue that is strictly related
to the surface definition is how we can threat the different kinds of surfaces present in
the environment; as one can imagine a lot of different structures, materials and buildings
exist in urban scenarios and a full geometric and electromagnetic description would be
needed to completely solve the problem. This let we understand that the deterministic
approach requires enormous costs in terms of computational capability and environment
description.
Another thing that has to be considered is that scattering is the superposition of several
effects that occurs even in the volume of the object, not only on its surface, and this is
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primarily due to material heterogeneities of various nature present in the structure we
are analyzing (cables, air cavities, pipes, layers, etc.). Finally one can understand the
huge amount of information required for a deterministic definition of the problem and the
poor flexibility that this method offers in general terms of radio coverage estimation. On
the other hand the deterministic approach is necessary to analyze and better understand
the behavior of diffuse scattering and this may lead to the formulation or verification of
simpler but effective models.
Figure 1.4: A simple representation of diffuse scattering in the reflection half–space.
Thus the most general situation is represented by an inhomogeneous medium composed
of materials with different electromagnetic properties and the energy that impinges on
the object is reflected, absorbed (if losses are present), transmitted and scattered. This
last effect is the one on what we’re focusing in this work, because of its contribution in
signal propagation. Actually we can distinguish between surface and volume scattering,
the former concerns all interactions on the boundaries of the object, while the latter refers
to effects that take place into the medium. The contribution of volume scattering is usually
weaker than surface scattering, this owing to the fact that the transmitted wave is only a
portion of the incident one and also volume interactions cause a redistribution of energy of
this wave in multiple directions, which results in a loss of energy density. Furthermore we
have to consider that for lossy materials the scattering due to scatterers inside the medium
experience an additional attenuation due to conduction. Conductive losses depend in fact
on frequency and on the material itself:
tan δ =
∣∣∣∣=m {εc}<e {εc}
∣∣∣∣ = σωε (1.11)
Where σ [S/m] is the conductivity of the material. Therefore volume scattering strictly
depends on the material structure, from its geometry to the electromagnetic characteristics
of its various parts.
As said at the beginning of this section a surface can be regarded as rough when irreg-
ularities in the surface lead the reflected wave from the surface to differ significantly from
the specular reflection.
Let’s formalize this concept: when a wave interacts with a rough surface each component
has a different phase variation due to heights distribution, this can lead them to partially
cancel or sum. As well–known this interaction is fully destructive when the phase difference
is π and that occurs when the path difference, in terms of distance, is a half wavelength.
However destructive interference is always present in the range
[
π
2 < ∆φ <
3
2π
]
+k2π while
constructive interference happens when
[
−π2 < ∆φ <
π
2
]
+ k2π, where ∆φ = φ2 − φ1 is
the phase difference between two components and k ∈ N. The phase difference ∆φ can be
derived as shown in figure 1.5 and it holds:
∆φ = 2 ·∆h · 2π
λ
· sinψ = 2 ·∆h · 2π
λ
· cosϑi (1.12)
Using the Rayleigh criterion a surface can be considered rough if the phase difference
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Figure 1.5: Different paths (phase difference) due to surface roughness with respect
to a smooth surface.
between two reflected waves is more than π2 :
∆h ≥ λ
8 cosϑi
(1.13)
Where ∆h is the height variation (or the standard deviation of heights if statistically
represented) of the considered surface, λ is the wavelength and ϑi is the incidence angle
with respect to the surface normal.
The usage of more stringent conditions are reported in [3]–[4], one of them is called
Fraunhofer criterion and considers a surface as rough if the phase difference exceeds π8 :
∆h ≥ λ
32 cosϑi
(1.14)
Therefore if ∆h is small compared to the wavelength, then the phase difference is insignif-
icant but, if it is not, the specular reflection will be reduced due to interference of the
reflected waves. Note that thanks to the previous criterions, surfaces that are rough at
one angle of incidence can be smooth at another, in fact, looking at the right side of 1.12,
the surface will tend to be effectively smooth under two conditions:
∆h
λ
→ 0 or ϑi →
π
2
(1.15)
However one has to understand that the Rayleigh criterion, even if widely used in engi-
neering practice, takes into account only surface roughness, it is based on a simple ray
theory and describes the irregularities of the rough surface by ∆h only.
In a real environment all degrees of roughness ranging from perfectly smooth to com-
pletely rough are actually present. In figure 1.6 we can see the contribution to the reflected
power due respectively to coherent and the diffuse (or incoherent) components in function
of the degree of surface roughness.
The higher the degree of roughness (and volume inhomogeneities) the more the power be-
comes incoherent and spreads in all directions; in fact in case of a very rough surface the
coherent component (only present in the direction of specular reflection) can be neglected.
In order to give a complete point of view let better discuss about coherent and inco-
herent contributions. As already said before, the scattering phenomenon could be seen as
the reduction on average of the specular reflected component on behalf of the diffuse field,
where the term "average" is to be interpreted as an ensemble average over many specimens
(surfaces, soils, walls, etc.) obeying the same statistics. The coherent component is then
defined as the part of radiation that is found around the specular direction of reflection,
where a field averaging over many realizations gives a non-zero contribution because of
phase preservation. On the other hand roughness generates also fluctuating-phase com-
ponents in directions that differ from the specular one, the mean generated field of this
incoherent (or diffuse) component is zero in average even if it has a non-null power for any
realization (see fig. 1.7a–1.7b).
E (r̄) = 〈Ecoh (r̄)〉+ Eincoh (r̄) (1.16)
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Figure 1.6: Coherent and diffuse field for smooth (a) slightly rough (b) and very rough
(c) surface.
Thus the total field E (r̄) is a random function of position obtained as the sum of two
different components: the average coherent field and the fluctuating incoherent field, which
mean is 〈Eincoh (r̄)〉 = 0 as said before.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.7: Difference between coherent and incoherent fields. The diffuse field has a
zero mean (a) when averaged on many realizations of surfaces but, for any realization,
it could add a significant contribution to the total scattered power (b).
This behavior can be understood by the Huygens-Fresnel principle: every point to which
an electromagnetic perturbation reaches becomes itself a source of a spherical wave, the
sum of these secondary waves determines the form of the wavefront at any subsequent
time.
This principle can also be applied when a plane wave impinges on an interface. In fact
an electromagnetic field is generated by the secondary sources along the surface, each of
which has its own phase depending on its position. Considering a smooth surface, the
superposition of these spherical waves locally generated on the surface give rise to a non-
zero contribution only in the specular direction of reflection, this according to the fact
that along that direction they interfere constructively due to the zero phase difference.
7
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As a consequence the more we get far from the specular direction the more destructive
interference happens.
Figure 1.8: Reflection of a plane wave from a smooth surface represented by Huygens
principle.
Precisely speaking this behavior is valid only in the case of a surface of infinite extension,
when one considers finite-dimensions surfaces border effects must be taken into account.
In fact, as well reported in [3], a non-infinite smooth surface will not reflect only in the
specular direction, but event in its proximity; the smaller the slab the more this effect is
emphasized.
Considering now a rough surface it is easy to understand that the superposition of
all spherical waves doesn’t follow the specular reflection mechanism. What we have is
then a pseudo-random distribution of the electromagnetic radiation in the space, with
specular and diffused components strengths related to the surface roughness (in addition
to frequency, polarization and material properties).
Thus, being the superposition of a large number of micro-contributions of unknown
characteristics, diffuse scattering is essentially characterized by its non-coherency, i.e., the
phase and polarization of the scattered field cannot be considered deterministic, but rather
random. Thanks to this we can express the power scattered by the surface in one direction
as the sum of a coherent and an incoherent contribution (cf. [2]):
Pscattered = Pcoh + Pincoh (1.17)
1.4 Statistical description of rough surfaces
As previously said, because of the variety of geometric configurations, it is impossible
to precisely describe all the media and structures present in the environment. So it is
necessary to introduce a statistical description of the problem taking into account a large
spectrum of possible scenarios, starting from the characterization of the surface roughness.
The statistical behavior of a random rough surface (RRS) is completely given by two
main factors:
1. The statistical distribution of surface heights
2. The spatial correlation function
The former function gives us the understanding on how the heights are distributed around
a certain mean level, while the latter gives information on how hills and valleys are linked
together in the spatial domain.
Thus, generally speaking, we may have the heights distribution following a certain statis-
tics around a certain mean level while the spatial correlation function follows another kind
of relationship. In fact, for naturally occurring surfaces, it is reasonable to assume the
probability distribution of the heights as Gaussian with a certain spatial correlation (Gaus-
sian, exponential, n-th order, etc.) among peaks that has to be chosen according to the
application (cf. [4]).
Obviously other methods could be adopted to characterize the stochastic behavior of
rough surfaces (some of them include also fractal expansions), anyway the majority of
works present in the literature tend to confirm that the statistical approach described
above is optimal way to represent a wide range of common scenarios.
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1.4.1 1D Gaussian random rough surface
The surface profile is described by a height function f(x), which is a random function of
coordinate x. The profile heights assume values z = f(x), with a Gaussian probability
density function p(z) as:
p(z) =
1√
2πσ2
e
−
(
(z−µ)2
2σ2
)
(1.18)
Where σ is the standard deviation (that in this context concerns the surface heights
deviation) and µ is the mean value of the surface heights (usually normalized to zero).
The Fourier transform of the rough surface height function is generally:
F (kx) =
1
2π
∫ +∞
−∞
f(x) e−ikxxdx (1.19)
Where kx = 2πL is the variable in the domain of spatial frequency and L is period of
repetition of the considered profile (surface dimension). If the surface is infinite the Fourier
transform does not exist, this is the reason why we have to define the truncated function:
fL(x) =
 f(x) if |x| ≤
L
2
0 if |x| ≥ L2
(1.20)
The Fourier transform then becomes:
FL(kx) =
1
2π
∫ +∞
−∞
fL(x) e
−ikxxdx (1.21)
Equations (1.19) and (1.21) agree for large L. If we consider two Gaussian random variables
z1 = f (x1) and z2 = f (x2) with zero mean value (µ1 = µ2 = 0) and the same standard
deviation (σ1 = σ2 = σ), the correlation of the two random variables is:
Rf (x1, x2) = 〈z1z2〉 = σ2C(x1, x2) (1.22)
Where C is the normalized correlation function of the two random variables and σ is
nothing but the standard deviation of the heights (sometimes reported also as h or ∆h). If
C = 0 then z1 and z2 are independent random variables. Some commonly used correlation
functions are:
• the Gaussian normalized correlation function:
C(x1, x2) = exp
[
− (x1 − x2)
2
l2
]
(1.23)
• the exponential correlation function:
C(x1, x2) = exp
[
−|x1 − x2|
l
]
(1.24)
Where l is the correlation length, defined as the distance within which the normalized
correlation is higher than exp(−1). In both (1.23) and (1.24) as |x1−x2|  l the autocor-
relation function tends to be zero and this means that two points on the surface separated
by a distance much larger than the correlation length are independent.
Besides the height function z = f(x), the slope function z′ = df(x)dx = α(x) is also an
important characterization parameter of the rough surface. In the same way as (1.22), it
holds:
〈α(x1)α(x2)〉 = s2Cα(x1, x2) (1.25)
Where s is the rms slope and Cα is the correlation function for the slope function so that
Cα(0) = 1. If the height function is normally distributed then also its first derivative,
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the slope function, will be normal with 〈α(x)〉 = 0 and variance related to the second
derivative of the z(x) correlation function at the origin (cf. [3]–[4]):
s2 = 〈α2(x)〉 = −σ2C ′′(0) (1.26)
The rms slope is then simply the square root of (1.26). For the Gaussian correlation
function (1.23) the respective slope correlation function is:
Cα(x1, x2) = −C ′′(x1, x2)
=
2
l2
(
1− 2(x1 − x2)
2
l2
)
exp
[
− (x1 − x2)
2
l2
]
(1.27)
So that, from (1.26):
s2 = −σ2C ′′(0) = 2σ
2
l2
(1.28)
For the exponential correlation function (1.24) the rms slope doesn’t exist, in fact, because
of sharp edges that may exist in the rough surface profile, some integrals (here not reported)
are no longer calculable (cf. [4]).
1.4.2 2D Gaussian random rough surface
The two dimensional case of a random rough surface is the natural extension of the one
dimensional case. In fact now we have to consider z, the stochastic height of the roughness,
as a function of both x and y coordinates, so that z = f(x, y). Even in this case a truncation
(that can be seen as a periodization as well) of f(x, y), similarly to what done in (1.20),
is necessary. Like in (1.22) the correlation function of a 2D surface is defined by:
Rf (x1, y1;x2, y2) = 〈z1z2〉
= 〈f(x1, y1)f(x2, y2)〉
= σ2C(x1, y1;x2, y2) (1.29)
The variables involved in the two dimensional extension are the same as in 1.4.1, they
have just a slightly different form (cf. [5]):
• Gaussian correlation function
C(x, y) = σ2 exp
[
−
(
x2
l2x
+
y2
l2y
)]
(1.30)
• Exponential correlation function
C(x, y) = σ2 exp
[
−
√(
x2
l2x
+
y2
l2y
)]
(1.31)
Where lx and ly are the correlation lengths for the x and y direction respectively; the
corresponding power spectral densities are subsequently reported:
• Power spectral density for the Gaussian correlation function
W (kx, ky) =
σ2lxly
4π
exp
[
−
(
k2xl
2
x
4
+
k2yl
2
y
4
)]
(1.32)
• Power spectral density for the exponential correlation function
W (kx, ky) =
σ2lxly
2π
[
1 +
(
k2x + k
2
y
)
lxly
]− 32 (1.33)
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As we can see from figure 1.9a and figure 1.9b the surface generated with the exponential
spatial correlation function presents fine-scale elements with respect to the Gaussian one
(generation parameters are the same in both cases).
The slope function isn’t here reported because the same considerations done in the
previous paragraph still holds and the expansion to the 2D case is straightforward as seen
for the other parameters.
In order to give a complete description of random rough surfaces topic, the numerical
method for generating RRS will be described and analyzed in the following chapters (see
4.2.1).
(a)
(b)
Figure 1.9: Generated surfaces with Gaussian distribution of heights and Gaussian
(a) or exponential (b) correlation function.
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Scattering models: state of the art
There are several models to solve and characterize the scattering phenomenon. First
we have to remember that each problem concerning electromagnetism can be completely
solved applyingMaxwell’s equations (2.1)–(2.4), constitutive relations of media and bound-
aries conditions to our domain:
∇× Ē = −∂B̄
∂t
(2.1)
∇ · Ē = ρ
ε0
(2.2)
∇× H̄ = ∂D̄
∂t
+ J̄c + J̄i (2.3)
∇ · H̄ = 0 (2.4)
Where D̄ = ε · Ē, B̄ = µ · H̄ and J̄c = σ · Ē. However this problem is not analytically
calculable due to the multitude of parameters being involved, thus several computational
numerical techniques have been developed and implemented in computer software. Thanks
to this we obtain closed form solutions of Maxwell’s equations under various constitutive
relations of media and boundary conditions. Some examples of these numerical techniques
are method of moments (MoM), finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) and integral meth-
ods.
Therefore with these models a complete electromagnetic characterization of the scenario
is done but, precisely because of their deterministic formulation, these techniques require
an accurate modeling of the environment under test (both geometric and electromagnetic
properties). Exactly for what we said in the previous section, inherently to the fact that
a deterministic definition of the problem offers a poor flexibility and no databases that
describe urban areas in detail are available, these methods are suitable only to perform
simulations of small and known structures. Obviously the dimension of the environment
that can be simulated in an acceptable amount of time depends on computational capa-
bilities. Just to give an idea, for this type of methods, the order of magnitude could be in
the range of few cube meters using a high-end simulation computer.
So it is clear that regarding the overall cost in terms of memory, CPU and database
construction, the complete electromagnetic simulation of a large scene like and urban area
is almost impossible (or at least is not effective).
To overcome these problems asymptotic techniques, like ray-tracing (RT), have been
developed over the time. In fact these methods compute all the possible paths followed
by the electromagnetic wave between a transmitter and a receiver in a given environment
according to Geometrical Optics (GO) for reflection and transmission through an interface
and the Geometrical/Uniform Theory of Diffraction (GTD/UTD) for interactions with
edges and wedges. Because of this RT offers only an approximated, but still good, solution
of the problem. As it’s easy to understand we solve the environment under test using some
approximations on Maxwell’s equations: that permits to simplify the problem and reduce
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computational stress together without a big loss of generality. However diffuse scattering
is not usually taken into account, hence several studies have been done in the last years
to deal with this lack.
2.1 Analytical modeling of scattering
Theoretical-analytical models yield a significant understanding of the interaction between
the electromagnetic waves and the environment, although an exact solution of equations
governing this interaction may not always be available because of the complexity of the
scenario.
The most known and common analytical models discussed in literature comprehend the
Kirchhoff Approximation (KA), the Small Perturbation Method (SPM) and the Integral
Equation Method (IEM). The Kirchhoff Approximation and the Small Perturbation Meth-
ods represent early approaches to scattering which are still much used, whereas the Integral
Equation Method represents a newer approach which has a larger domain of validity.
Our aim is to give only a general description of these methods, for a complete under-
standing the reader is referred to the cited bibliography.
2.1.1 Small perturbation method
The scattering of electromagnetic waves from a slightly rough surface can be studied using
a perturbation method (cf. [3]–[4]). It is assumed that the surface variations are much
smaller than the incident wavelength and the same is for slopes of the rough surface, thus
the scattered field can be expressed as a superposition of plane waves. Furthermore the
assumption of considering the variation of the heights small compared to the wavelength
can be seen as a perturbation of the smooth surface scattering problem due to the presence
of roughness.
The field amplitudes are then determined by the boundary conditions on the surface S
with normal n̂ and heights distribution considered as a function of two coordinates, i.e.,
z = f(x, y): the Dirichlet problem (2.5) describes the TE polarization whilst the Neumann
problem (2.6) concerns the TM polarization, both for a perfectly conducting surface:
(ψ)S = 0 (2.5)(
∂ψ
∂n̂
)
S
= 0 (2.6)
Where in general ψ stands for a component of any of the field vectors. The physical
behavior derives directly from the solving the waves equation:
∇2ψ = 1
ν
∂2ψ
∂t2
(2.7)
That for harmonic solutions of ψ, i.e., ψ(r̄, t) = ψ(r̄) · eiωt, (2.7) becomes the Helmholtz
equation:
∇2ψ = −k2ψ (2.8)
Generally we can consider the wave as the superposition of the incident and the scattered
field:
ψ = ψinc + ψscat (2.9)
Where ψinc = ei(kix x−kiz z) (plane wave that propagates in the xz plane) with kix =
k sin(ϑi), kiz = k cos(ϑi). In the perturbation method one uses the height of the random
rough surface as a small parameter, this is based on the assumption that:
k ·∆h 1 (2.10)
Where ∆h is the RMS height. Then we can write the scattered wave as a perturbation
series:
ψs = ψ
(0)
s + ψ
(1)
s + ψ
(2)
s + . . . (2.11)
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Finally imposing the desired boundary condition (2.5) or (2.6) and a proper formulation
for the scattered field ψs, makes possible to solve the problem with an accuracy strictly
related to the truncation order chosen to represent the perturbation series (2.11).
The validity of the perturbation theory is restricted by (2.10), in fact the accuracy will
decrease as the angle of incidence increases, this because the resulting degree of roughness
is higher for grazing angles. Moreover, in its first formulation, this model doesn’t take
shadowing (parts of the surface is not illuminated due to roughness) into account, however
some theories have been developed to consider this effect.
2.1.2 Kirchhoff theory
The Kirchhoff approach (KA) is based on solving the scattering problem by using the
approximation that each point on the scatterer is part of an infinite plane, parallel to the
local surface tangent: this means that the fields at any point on the surface are approxi-
mated by the fields that would be present on the tangent plane at that point, therefore the
reflection is considered to be locally specular. Because of the tangent approximation the
Kirchhoff approach requires that every point on the surface has a large radius of curvature
compared to the wavelength of the incident field, as a consequence this theory breaks down
if the roughness includes sharp edges or sharp points.
Figure 2.1: Tangent plane at a general point of the rough surface.
Thus the validity of the solution is essentially limited by the assumption that the field
obeys to the local reflection principle, so that at each point of the surface S holds:
(E)s = (1 +R)Einc (2.12)
Where E = Ē/ê is the scalar value of the field and R is the reflection coefficient for a
smooth plane (see 1.1). Equation (2.12) is fulfilled exactly in the case of an infinite plane,
so in a real case it will be a very good approximation for “locally flat” surfaces composed
of irregularities with small curvatures. As reported in [3] it is required that at distances
from the point of tangency which are large compared to the wavelength of the incident
radiation, the tangent plane shall not be appreciably distant from the rough surface. A
useful criterion is that the radius of curvature rc must respect the condition:
4πrc cosϑi  λ (2.13)
Where ϑi is the local angle of incidence. Being this the principal limit on the model, the
surface must not contain a large amount of sharp edges, sharp points or other irregularities
with small radii of curvature. Since every point of the surface has two principal radii of
curvature one has to consider always the smaller when applying (2.13). Besides the radius
of curvature condition, the Kirchhoff approximation also ignores shadowing and multiple
scattering; accordingly to this we have that the validity of the model also depends on the
incidence angle.
Other restrictions on the Kirchhoff approximation have been stated in [6] for random
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Figure 2.2: Local scattering geometry assumed by the Kirchhoff approximation.
rough surfaces with both Gaussian distribution of heights and correlation function:
kl > 6 (2.14)
σ <
l2
2.76 ·λ
(2.15)
Where k = 2πλ is the wave number, l is the correlation length and λ is the radiation
wavelength.
The importance is to understand that this model, as well as the small perturbation
method, can adopt different expressions for the incident and scattered field. In fact in
literature are reported several works that using these approximations try to characterize
exactly the scattering phenomenon in different ways. Some applications can be found in
[3], [4] and [6].
2.2 Empirical-analytical models
Analytical models are for sure powerful and useful tools to characterize and comprehend
the scattering phenomenon. However, in real scenarios, their assumptions cannot be always
satisfied, in fact effects like shadowing, high degree of roughness, volume effects, etc. are
typically present in the environment. Therefore these models can’t give always a correct
description of what actually happens and the prediction may differ significantly from what
observed in the reality.
In order to overcome these lacks empirical models have been developed over the time.
These models are usually derived by physical considerations or directly from one of the
analytical models cited before; their aim is usually to simplify the characterization giving
a general description of scattering in a mean way, so to include all possible effects in a
straightforward formulation. This last thing is one of the main advantages of this approach:
the exact, rigorous solution is substituted by a general case solution that comprehends a
large variety of possible scenarios. Now it’s easy to understand that the computational
stress falls down significantly and moreover no requirements on the environment database
are necessary. Therefore a trade-off has been done, we lost something in the rigorous
and exact representation of the scattering phenomenon but we gained in generality and
effectiveness of the process.
The adoption of empirical-analytical models leads then to a reduction of the model
complexity and to a great simplification with respect to rigorous approaches, in fact the
majority of these methods are suitable for being implemented in ray-tracing software thus
to add a description of the scattering phenomena in a large and complex propagating
environment.
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In addiction simpler methods giving only a stochastic representation of the scattering
phenomenon have been developed over the time. These methods usually represent the
scattering through a certain statistical distribution, which in the simplest case could be
a decay law, and they don’t give any information about the low-level interaction that
happens when an electromagnetic wave impinges on a wall. However they are very useful
tools to use in combination with more accurate models in order to integrate the results or
decrease the computational stress but, as one can easily comprehend, they’re not very suit-
able for a detailed analysis of the scattering phenomenon. For this reason fully-statistical
models won’t be considered in our work.
2.2.1 Lambertian scattering pattern
One of the first empirical models that has been adopted in the scattering characterization
is the Lambertian scattering pattern (see fig. 2.3). It assumes the scattered field intensity
to be proportional to the cosine of the angle between the surface normal vector and the
scattered ray (so its maximum is in the direction perpendicular to the wall) and being
independent from the angle of arrival of the incident wave:
E2s = E
2
s0 · cosϑs (2.16)
Where Es is the scattered field, Es0 is its maximum amplitude and ϑs is the angle between
the surface normal and the scattering direction.
This model is usually representative of surfaces with high degree of roughness and volume
irregularities, where the superposition of all effects is in first approximation characterized
through a non-uniform irradiation, according to (2.16), in the upper half space of a spher-
ical wave which departs from the surface element.
Figure 2.3: Lambertian scattering pattern.
The Lambertian pattern has been proved to be rarely representative of the scattering
spatial distribution in real propagation scenarios, however it can be considered as one of
the first steps in the scattering characterization, giving a general description when the
environment is completely unknown.
2.2.2 Micro-facet based scattering model
The following model (cf. [7]–[8]) is based on the Kirchhoff Approximation (KA, see 2.1.2),
so the rough surface is decomposed into micro-facets, i.e., into small planes that are locally
tangent to the roughness (see figure 2.4b). According to this the micro-facet based model
inherits all the assumptions and limits of the KA even if it is at the same time valid for
both slightly rough and very rough surfaces.
The decomposed rough profile is illuminated with an incident plane wave. Thus, each
micro-facet receives the same part of the incident plane wave and reflects it in its own
specular direction. The overall scattered field is obtained thanks to a coherent sum of all
the contributions of the reflected fields encapsulated in a small solid angle dϑ around a
specific direction ϑs, in order to take into account interferences due to the possible various
heights of the corresponding micro-facets.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.4: Reflection at tangential planes for each discrete ray.
Defining p(ϑs) as the probability density function (PDF) to have a well-directed micro-
facet around a specific direction, one is able to evaluate the scattered field in the ϑs
direction and it’s also possible to compute the scattered field for many kinds of rough sur-
faces. In fact several continuous or discrete roughness profiles (also representing building
façades) can be adopted in this model, allowing to choose the one that better describes
the surface. Even if this last point offers a good flexibility it could be very tricky to find
the PDF that correctly represents the analyzed environment.
2.2.3 Scattering from building façades
The key assumption of this model (cf. [9]) is that non-specular scattering from the façades
of large buildings is usually dominated by windows and decorative masonry which place-
ment is nearly periodic if we consider high density populated areas. Thus computing the
scattering for many realizations of building façades, with parameterized dimensions as
represented in figure 2.5, allows us to average its properties in order to achieve a single
smoothed scattering coefficient.
The scattering due to building facades is then considered in a mean statistical way and
not as a punctual effect. This agrees with the fact that different kinds of buildings have
different behaviors when an electromagnetic wave impinges on their façade.
Figure 2.5: Model of a building façade used in simulations.
A plane wave with a certain angle of incidence is assumed to illuminate the façade, then
the reflected field Ērefl(r̄′) is considered to be equal to the incident field multiplied by the
local reflection coefficient (1.3) or (1.5) depending on the polarization.
Assuming the façade as periodic leads to the decomposition of the scattered field, ex-
pressed by the vectorial form of the Kirchhoff-Huygens’ expression with harmonic time
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dependence (2.17), in a series of harmonic waves (cf. [9]).∫∫
A
[
iωµ0Ḡ(r̄, r̄
′) ·
(
n̂× H̄refl(r̄′)
)
+∇× Ḡ(r̄, r̄′) ·
(
n̂× Ērefl(r̄′)
)]
dA′ (2.17)
In the previous expression Ḡ(r̄, r̄′) is the free space Green’s function in the far field region,
n̂ is the normal vector with reference to the surface element dA′ of the façade and the
“refl” subscript stands for local reflected field.
Thanks to that field decomposition the scattering pattern can be found simulating build-
ing façades with a numerical simulation routine through the Monte Carlo method, i.e.,
doing several simulations in each of which façade parameterized dimensions are randomly
varied (within defined intervals). Moreover the mean value and the standard deviation of
the scattered field (2.17) over all realizations can be examined. This point is important
because the scattered field can be represented as the superposition of two different con-
tributions: the coherent mean field
〈
Ēs
〉
and the fluctuating (incoherent) part Ēs,f , for
which holds
〈
Ēs,f
〉
= 0.
Ēs =
〈
Ēs
〉
+ Ēs,f (2.18)
Computational results reported in [9] show the dependence of the scattered field from
frequency, polarization and angle of incidence.
First of all it has been observed that the scattered power is concentrated in the neigh-
borhood of the specular direction and moreover its contribution in the specular direction
of reflection can be neglected (note that the scattered component is here considered as the
incoherent contribution on the total received field).
Considering the incidence angle ϑi we can observe in figure 2.6 that for ϑi = 0 the
scattering is symmetric in both horizontal and vertical planes, as ϑi increases the scattering
in the horizontal plane becomes more asymmetrical with respect to the specular direction.
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Figure 2.6: Scattering coefficient in horizontal (xz) and vertical (xy) planes at 900
[MHz] for TE polarization : A) ϑi = 0 B) ϑi = 20◦ C) ϑi = 40◦ D) ϑi = 80◦.
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As we can see in figure 2.7, when the impinging wave has TE polarization (Φi = 0) the
specular coherent power Pco increases as the angle of incidence approaches 90◦ (grazing
incidence) while the incoherent power Pnco decreases. On the other hand, for TM polar-
ization (Φi = 90◦), the specular power decreases until ϑi reaches the Brewster’s angle,
after which it increases; the non-specular power has the same trend as the previous case.
Figure 2.7: Percentage of the incident power that is scattered into specular and non-
specular directions.
Furthermore the frequency dependence has been analyzed; the frequency is supposed to
vary from 900 [MHz] to 4 [GHz] (in this range of frequencies building dimensions are large
compared to the wavelength). What has been observed is that as the frequency increases
the angular width of the scattering coefficient gets narrower and with higher amplitude
(see fig. 2.8). In terms of power these effects cancel each other, making their combined
effect frequency-independent. In fact, as we can see in figure 2.7, the power in the specular
direction is almost independent on frequency, while the incoherent power has only small
variations. Finally, as a result of simulations, the scattering pattern is found to be limited
to two cones (analogous to Keller’s cones), which is different from the pattern expected
for randomly rough surfaces.
This model, because of its general derivation, is surely useful to represent scattering in
urban environments where a detailed description of the buildings isn’t available. Compared
to the previous analytical models it is evident that the complete physical understanding of
the scattering phenomenon is overtaken by its large-scale modeling in a real-case scenario.
We now start to understand that different approaches and applications may lead to results
that really differ one to another depending on the context and on the considered typical
scenario.
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Figure 2.8: Frequency dependence of scattering coefficient in horizontal and vertical
plane respectively.
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2.2.4 Effective roughness model
As presented in [10] and [11] the effective roughness (ER) model is based on physical con-
siderations concerning the electromagnetic wave-wall interaction mechanism. This model
doesn’t take into account only the real surface roughness, but also general wall irregu-
larities in a mean way; in other words the scattering caused by real physical properties
(surface height fluctuations, volume inhomogeneities, etc.) are modeled through a surface
with characteristics that reflect the same scattering behavior as the real sample.
With this model it is possible to characterize both back and forward scattering respec-
tively regarding the reflected and transmitted radiation; the field scattered by a surface
element dS is modeled as a non-uniform, spherical wave springing from the element sur-
face and propagating in the outer half-space according to a certain scattering pattern (see
below).
Figure 2.9: Reference system at the generic wall element for the ER model.
The key assumption of this model is that the transmitted power through the wall Pt is
the same fraction of the incoming power Pi as in the case of smooth, homogeneous slab,
i.e., the ratio Pt/Pi is assumed independent of surface or volume irregularities.
Another consideration regards the scattered power in backward (Psr) and forward (Pst)
half-spaces, in fact with the ER model they can be simply expressed as a function of the
incident field:
Psr = S
2
r ·Pr
=
∫
Ω
S2r · |Γ|2
|Ēi|2
2η
dΩ · r2i (2.19)
Pst = S
2
t ·Pt
=
∫
Ω
S2t · |τ |2
|Ēi|2
2η
dΩ · r2i (2.20)
Where Sr and St are the backward and forward scattering coefficient defined as the in-
coherent ratio of the scattered field with respect to the reflected one (cf. [10]). With this
definition, S2 is the percentage of the power which is scattered at the expenses of the
reflected power.
Furthermore it is assumed that the scattered field follows a defined spatial power dis-
tribution, characterized with a certain scattering pattern. This function is assumed to
be representative of the behavior of the considered sample with respect to the incident
and, as the problem threats both half-spaces, it is composed of two sub-patterns: one
for the backward and the other for the forward half-space. The two sub-patterns can be
represented by one of the analytical functions given in [10]: Lambertian model, directive
lobe model or backscattering lobe model.
Concerning the Lambertian scattering pattern the field amplitude follows (2.16), while
for the directive lobe function the analytical formulation is given by:
|Ēs|2 = E2s0
(
1 + cosψr
2
)αr
(2.21)
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Where ψr is the angle between the direction of specular reflection and the scattering
direction (ϑs, ϕs), whilst the exponent αr is related to the width of the scattering lobe and
Es0 is the maximum amplitude of the scattered field (that can be computed as expressed
in [10]–[11]). As one can see in figure 2.10 the scattering lobe is then oriented toward
the direction of the reflection (this in agreement with results obtained in [3] for random
rough surfaces using the KA) with a directivity defined by the parameter αr (to be found
through a model fitting of experimental results) that depends on the specific specimen.
Figure 2.10: Directive model single-lobe of the ER model.
As said before, for a complete characterization, it is needed to find model parameters for
each half space; for example it is necessary to determine the lobe directivity αr for the
backward-scattered component as well as αt for the transmitted one.
The third and last scattering pattern is the so-called backscattering lobe model, where
a certain part of the radiation is back-reflected around the transmission direction (see
fig. 2.11). The expression of this pattern is:
|Ēs|2 = E2s0
[
Λ
(
1 + cosψr
2
)αr
+ (1− Λ)
(
1 + cosψi
2
)αi]
(2.22)
Where αr, αi refer to the specular reflection lobe and to the back-lobe width respectively
and Λ ∈ [0, 1] is the repartition factor between the amplitudes of the two lobes.
Figure 2.11: Backscattering double-lobe of the ER model.
In any of the previous cases the power balance at the generic wall element can be expressed
as follows (cf. [11]):
Pi = R
2
r ·Pr +R2t ·Pt + S2r ·Pr + S2t ·Pt
= Pr ·
(
R2r + S
2
r
)
+ Pt ·
(
R2t + S
2
t
)
(2.23)
Where Pi is the incident power, Pr and Pt are the reflected and transmitted powers in the
case of smooth and homogeneous slab, Rr and Rt are the Rayleigh factors, that take into
account the loss of power in the specular reflection due to the presence of scattering, finally
Sr and St have the same meaning as previously said. These last parameters have to be
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determined by measurements, in fact they are the values that, when used in simulations,
best fit experimental results.
Therefore is now easy to understand that the intensity of the scattered field depends on
scattering coefficients Sr and St while its distribution in the spatial domain is defined by
the scattering pattern function.
Moreover it becomes evident how the ER model is straightforward: starting from mea-
surements one can express the scattered field by the use of analytical functions depending
on few parameters. What is needed to be investigated is the assumption made on the
transmitted power, namely the independence of the transmitted power from wall irregu-
larities.
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Electromagnetic characterization of materials
The interaction between the electromagnetic radiation and the environment depends on
several factors such as frequency, wave polarization, the kind of material which the object
is made, surface roughness, etc. (see 1). Therefore electromagnetic properties of materials
have a high relevance when we want to give an accurate description of these phenomena.
In general the aim of all characterization methods is to estimate the complex permittivity
εc of materials:
εc = ε
′ − jε′′ = ε0εr − j
σ
ω
(3.1)
Where εr is the relative permittivity, σ is the conductivity and ω = 2πf is the angular
frequency.
Each kind of material has its own complex permittivity that depends on frequency,
incident wave polarization (TE or TM), moisture content, etc. Several methods have
been developed through the years to determine the complex permittivity, they can mainly
divided in three categories:
1. Resonant cavities (monochromatic)
2. Transmission lines (narrow band)
3. Free space techniques (wide band)
• Fresnel method
• Reflection (or transmission) ellipsometry
Since we want to analyze wide band parameters and in the meanwhile we are also evalu-
ating the diffuse scattering behavior of the sample (the measurement setup is almost the
same), we will take into account only the third set of techniques mentioned above.
3.1 Fresnel method
The finite thickness wall is modeled as a Fabry-Pérot cavity (see fig. 3.1), this because
several reflections-transmissions happen at wall interfaces introducing a fluctuating shape
on the curves of each reflection coefficient modulus versus the angle of incidence. The
reflection function of this kind of system is expressed by (3.2). In the following it is
discussed only the reflection technique, but a similar reasoning can be obviously done for
transmission coefficients.
Γ(f, ϑi, εcr) =
1− exp(−j2β)
1− Γ′2 exp(j2β)
Γ′ (3.2)
Where β = e · k0
√
(εcr − sin2 ϑi) is the complex propagation factor through the sample
slab, e is the thickness of the sample, k0 = 2π/λ0 is the free-space wavenumber, λ0 is
the free-space wavelength, εcr = εc/ε0 is its relative complex permittivity and Γ′ is the
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Figure 3.1: Fabry-Pérot cavity can model a finite-thickness wall, multiple reflections
within a sample are represented.
reflection coefficient at the air-medium interface, defined as in (1.3) and (1.5) depending
on the polarization.
As extracting the complex permittivity from this model could be not so easy for complex
structures, it can be found that at the Brewster’s angle1 ϑB the Fabry-Pérot cavity can
be modeled with the classic Fresnel coefficient for infinite thickness walls, thus the angu-
lar position of this minimum characterizes accurately the reflection on the first interface
(cf. [12]).
Figure 3.2: Theoretical curves of the moduli of the TM reflection coefficient |r̃p| and
the ratio of both reflection coefficients |r̃p/r̃s| in function of incidence angle in the case
of finite or infinite thickness.
Thus is possible to estimate the complex permittivity starting from the measurements of
Fresnel reflection coefficients for arbitrary angles of incidence for both TE and TM polar-
ization. In fact, considering one of the two medium, as it actually is, as air we can write
(1.3) and (1.5) in the following manner (cf. [12]):
ΓTE = Γ⊥
=
cosϑi −
√
εcr − sin2 ϑi
cosϑi +
√
εcr − sin2 ϑi
(3.3)
1The Brewster’s angle is the the angle of incidence for which the reflection coefficient for TM polarization
has the minimum modulus.
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ΓTM = Γ||
=
√
εcr − sin2 ϑi − εcr cosϑi√
εcr − sin2 ϑi + εcr cosϑi
(3.4)
Then measuring the reflected field for both TE and TM polarization, as a function of the
angle of incidence ϑi, one can find the coordinates of the minimum of the experimental
curve |ΓTM/ΓTE|2 (see fig. 3.2). Thanks to this it is possible to extract a first estimation
of the complex permittivity from |ΓTM/ΓTE|2 and, computing several values of real and
imaginary parts of the complex permittivity, one can fit, using a nonlinear least square
method, the theoretical expressions of either joint parallel (TM) and perpendicular (TE)
reflection coefficients, or their ratio, to the measured data. Then the theoretical curve
that best fits the measured data yields the optimum estimate of the complex permittivity.
Summarizing this method adopts the following steps:
1. Determine the Brewster’s angle ϑB
2. Extract a first estimation of the complex permittivity εcr(ϑB) from |ΓTM/ΓTE|2 (or
|ΓTM|2 and |ΓTE|2 jointly)
3. Several values of εcr are computed, to each of them is associated a curve of |ΓTM/ΓTE|2
as a function of ϑi
4. Among these curves the one that fits at best (according to a least squares criterion)
the measurement data is selected and its corresponding parameter is adopted as the
best estimated value
In [12] is reported the full step-by-step procedure for the determination of the complex
permittivity with additional considerations about sources of uncertainty and experimental
issues.
Examples of measurement setups for Fresnel reflection and transmission coefficients are
shown in figure 3.3 and figure 3.4 respectively.
Figure 3.3: Possible measurement setup for reflection coefficient estimation with free
space techniques.
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Figure 3.4: Possible measurement setup for transmission coefficient estimation with
free space techniques.
3.2 Reflection (or transmission) ellipsometry
Reflection ellipsometry is a technique based on measurements of the change of polarization
state (linear to elliptical) of an incident polarized electric field after its reflection on the
air-sample interface for a fixed angle of incidence ϑi.
The setup is the same reported in figure 3.3. An antenna transmits a linearly polarized
wave with a fixed polarization angle (P ) with respect to the analyzed sample, the receiving
antenna detects instead the power as a function of its own polarization angle (A). Then
the maximum power Pmax and the Pmin/Pmax ratio at the receiver, allow to estimate,
thanks to the fundamental relations of ellipsometry (cf. [12]) the complex permittivity of
the material under test.
3.3 Measurements of complex permittivity
The complex permittivity of two samples has been measured with an existing system
developed at CEA-Leti Grenoble that uses a vector network analyzer (VNA) and a coaxial
probe (see fig. 3.5a). Measurements have been done in the frequency range from 1 [GHz] to
10 [GHz]. First of all, each time the VNA is used, it is mandatory to calibrate it in open
(a) Measurement system (b) Probe
Figure 3.5: Setup used for complex permittivity measurements (a) and a detail of the
coaxial probe (b).
circuit, short circuit and adapted load configurations. After the instrument calibration
phase, three reference measurements are done on well-known materials in order to give a
reference point to the measure we are going to do on our unknown sample. In our case these
measurements have been done with distilled water, Teflon and air in the desired frequency
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band. Finally measurements on real samples can be done. In our case we measured a brick
wall covered with plaster on each side and a smooth sandstone slab. Results are reported
in figures 3.6a–3.7b (page 32–33). Typical values of relative permittivity for the under
test materials are:
• 3, 5 < εr < 5 for the brick wall
• 2, 5 < εr < 6 for plaster
• 3 < εr < 6 for sandstone
Therefore our results are extremely compatible from what can be found in literature,
however the measurements may have been affected by an error due to a non-perfect contact
matching between the probe and the sample surface, thus the relative permittivity results
might be underestimated.
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(a) Brick wall – εr
(b) Brick wall – tan δ
Figure 3.6: Measured permittivity (a) and loss tangent (b) of the brick wall. Note
that tan δ values have to be multiplied for 10−3.
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(a) Sandstone – εr
(b) Sandstone – tan δ
Figure 3.7: Measured permittivity (a) and loss tangent (b) of the sandstone slab.
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Electromagnetic simulation of scattering from
building materials
A part of this study concerns simulations with CST Microwave StudioTM (MWS) in order
to reproduce the scattering behavior in real situations. First we have to take into account
that the single simulation is nothing more than a realization of the statistical process, so our
environment has to provide an effective setup that permits to repeat several iteration of the
same statistical process without adding complexity. Furthermore, due to the complexity
and the large variety of man-made building artifacts, several kinds of objects and even
their dimensions need to be considered and parameterized.
Obviously building up a database of all construction materials and techniques to be
included in a simulation software is something quite far from being possible. According
to this a huge simplification has been done in our case, considering only the most relevant
kinds of construction materials and methods. For each kind of artifact or surface most of
the things are configurable, from its dimensions to the material and number of elements.
Figure 4.1: Flowchart of the developed simulation process for 3D scattering charac-
terization.
4.1 Numerical electromagnetic simulation overview
The commercial software used in our work is a general-purpose electromagnetic simula-
tor based on the Finite Integration Technique (FIT) (see [13]). This numerical method
provides a spatial discretization scheme applicable to various electromagnetic problems
ranging from static field calculations to high frequency applications in time or frequency
domain, preserving the basics of the continuous equations such as conservation of charge
and energy.
Unlike standard Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) methods FIT discretizes the
integral form of Maxwell’s equations rather than the differential seen in (2.1)–(2.4). To
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solve these equations numerically, one must define a finite calculation domain, enclosing
the considered application problem. Creating a suitable mesh system splits this domain
up into many small elements or grid cells and then the spatial discretization of Maxwell’s
equations is finally performed on this grid system (at each cell facet separately) where the
degrees of freedom are introduced as integral values.
Obviously the spatial discretization introduces inevitable numerical inaccuracy, in fact,
when defining the necessary relations between voltages and fluxes, material relations in-
tegral values have to be approximated over the grid edges and cell areas respectively.
Consequently, the resulting coefficients depend on the averaged material parameters as
well as on the spatial resolution of the grid. Thanks to the FIT several kinds of meshes
can be applied to the problem depending on discretization needs: orthogonal hexahedral
grids are the more usual, but other mesh types such as topologically irregular grids (sub-
grids) and tetrahedral grids can be adopted.
(a) Hexahedral mesh (b) Tetrahedral mesh
Figure 4.2: Example of hexahedral and tetrahedral grids for the same specimen.
In the case of Cartesian grids, the FIT formulation can be rewritten in time domain to
yield FDTD, however, classical FDTD methods are limited to staircase approximations of
complex boundaries.
Furthermore different kinds of solver can be used: in 4.4 and 4.5 the time domain solver
has been adopted, while in 4.6 we utilized the frequency domain solver. These choices are
problem-depending and differ quite strongly one to the other.
The time domain solver calculates the development of fields through time at discrete
locations and at discrete time samples defined by geometrical details (the grid seen before)
and simulation frequency bandwidth. It calculates the transmission of energy between the
ports and/or open space of the investigated domain and it stops once signals energy gets
lower of a certain level.
On the other hand the frequency domain solver considers the problem for a single
frequency at a time (then Maxwell’s equations may be transformed in the phasors domain)
and for a number of adaptively chosen frequency samples in the course of a frequency sweep
over the desired band. For each frequency sample, the linear equation system is solved by
an iterative or sparse direct solver. Then the software interpolates missing results among
simulated frequencies in the whole bandwidth and the simulation stops when the error
associated to a chosen parameter (or more) falls down a preset threshold.
4.2 Building material under test
4.2.1 Random rough surfaces
The first step in generating random rough surfaces is to implement what discussed in 1.4
into a numerical computing software (in our work we used MathWorks - MATLAB). In
literature several papers [14]–[16] deal with the problem of numerical generation of random
rough surfaces, as this topic doesn’t only concerns scattering characterization, but a large
variety of physical systems and models.
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The technique adopted in this work is the one described in [14]: briefly a matrix con-
stituted by elements which represent the random height in that point is first generated
according to a Gaussian distribution; after that a certain spatial correlation, one of (1.30)
or (1.31), is introduced by multiplying, in the spatial transform domain, the Fourier trans-
form of the before generated matrix with the transform of the correlation function. Doing
the inverse Fourier transform of this quantity a surface with the desired spatial correla-
tion is obtained. The generation of two dimensional profiles is done in the same way as
descripted above, except for the fact that one has to work with one dimensional array
instead of matrices.
In figure 4.3a and figure 4.3b the z axis reports the normalized autocorrelation of the
generated surfaces represented in figure 1.9a and figure 1.9b respectively (all lengths are
expressed as fraction of wavelength).
(a) Gaussian correlation
(b) Exponential correlation
Figure 4.3: Gaussian and exponential spatial autocorrelation functions with
correlation length = 2
3
λ.
In figure 4.4a and figure 4.4b is reported the cut of the previous graphs along the x
direction. In this manner we can verify if the effective correlation length, defined as
the value of length for which the normalized autocorrelation falls below exp(−1), of the
generated surface corresponds to the desired one (fixed a priori). As one can see, in both
cases it is the same as the wanted.
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(a) Gaussian correlation
(b) Exponential correlation
Figure 4.4: Detail of the Gaussian and exponential spatial autocorrelation functions
of figures 4.3a–4.3b along x direction with correlation length = 2
3
λ.
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Summarizing, when one generates a RRS with the developed routine, degrees of freedom
are:
1. Number of points by which the surface is composed (depending on dimensions and
on the desired spatial resolution)
2. Standard deviation of roughness heights
3. Kind of spatial correlation function between peaks and valleys (Gaussian or expo-
nential)
4. Correlation length
Once the surface has been generated in MATLAB it is imported in CST MWS and con-
structed with a macro that creates an array of connected polygons according to the im-
ported matrix dimensions. An example of a generated surface with a Gaussian statistics
of both heights and correlation length can be seen in figure 4.5b.
(a) Smooth surface (b) RRS
Figure 4.5: Gaussian RRS generated in CST MWS with our macro (b) in comparison
with a smooth surface (a).
Moreover all samples that we will discuss in the following can be combined with this
random rough surface in order to consider both volume and surface irregularities.
4.2.2 Brick walls
Another kind of sample that can be studied is a wall made of bricks stuck together with
a mortar layer. This macro permits to set several parameter of the wall, in particular:
1. Dimensions and characteristics of wall and bricks (width, height and thickness)
2. Number of holes in each brick
3. Thickness of the material of which the brick is made
4. Thickness of the mortar layer
According to these constraints the wall is automatically generated.
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Figure 4.6: Hollow bricks wall generated in CST MWS with the developed macro.
4.2.3 Plasterboard
Plasterboard is one of the most used kinds of wall for interior construction. A plasterboard
wall is essentially constituted by an interior skeleton, made with metallic rails, where two
layers of plastered material are attached. A representation is given in figure 4.7a–4.7b.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: Plasterboard wall (a) and a detail of the metallic structure (b).
As before, even with this macro is possible to tune several wall characteristics:
1. Dimensions of the wall and plasterboard (width, height and thickness)
2. Thickness of the material of which the metallic structure is made
4.2.4 Reinforced concrete
Reinforced concrete is one of the most used composite materials in buildings construction
thus, in order to take it into account, another parametrized macro has been developed in
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CST MWS.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.8: Reinforced concrete wall (a) and a detail of the internal mesh (b).
As well as before, several parameters can be setted:
1. Dimensions and characteristics of the wall (width, height and thickness)
2. Dimension of squares side that constitute the mesh
3. Thickness of the material of which the metallic mesh is made
4. Number of mesh layers
5. Possibility to have only vertical or horizontal elements in the mesh
6. The disposition of the mesh into the wall can be randomly varied
4.3 Theoretical behavior
4.3.1 Effect of roughness
When an electromagnetic wave impinges on a real construction, in the hypothesis of plane
incident wave, we have to consider that the coherent phase addition of the contribution
from inside the first Fresnel zone will be partially destroyed by the random surface and also
the cancellation due to the successive Fresnel zones will no longer take place to the same
degree. As said in the previous paragraphs (in particular in 1.3 and 2.1) this phenomenon
depends by the size and nature of surface roughness and/or volume irregularities.
As well explained in [2] and [17] diffuse scattering has an incoherent nature, this because
it’s the sum of many micro-reflection and diffraction contributions from the irregularities
and the periodic structures in the wall. As a result diffuse scattering can be considered as
a random phase term Ēincoh, which gives rise to a zero-mean signal but with a non-zero
scattering power.
E
[
Ēincoh(ϑs, ϕs)
]
= 0 (4.1)
E
[
Ē2incoh(ϑs, ϕs)
]
= Pincoh
6= 0 (4.2)
Thanks to (1.16) and energy conservation, the incident power Pi can be obtained summing
up together powers of coherent reflection and transmission components and incoherent
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scattering contributions:
Pi = Pr, coh + Pr, incoh + Pt, coh + Pt, incoh (4.3)
Where Pr refers to the reflected component, Pt is the transmitted one (including power
dissipations in lossy mediums) and the terms “coh” and “incoh” refer to the coherent or
incoherent contribution respectively (see 1.3).
4.3.2 Connection between simulation results and diffuse scatter-
ing
The results that we need from time domain simulations with CST MWS are the bi-static
Radar Cross Sections (RCS) for one incoming wave direction at a fixed frequency and
polarization. Thus, for the incidence direction (ϑi, ϕi), the scattered field is evaluated in
the whole spatial domain:
RCSp, q(ϑs, ϕs)|ϑi, ϕi = limr→∞ 4πr
2 |Eqrx(ϑs, ϕs)|
2
|Epi |2
= lim
r→∞
4πr2
|Eqrx(ϑs, ϕs)|
2
|Epi |2
· 2η
2η
= lim
r→∞
4πr2
Sqrx(ϑs, ϕs)
Spi
(4.4)
The RCS is a far-field parameter that determines the scattering properties of a specific
target. It represents a complex parameter depending on the incident wave properties such
as polarization, propagation angle, operation frequency and the target itself (geometry,
material characteristics). In the previous equation Sqrx(ϑs, ϕs) is the received power density
in the scattering direction defined by ϑs and ϕs with q polarization, while S
p
i is the power
density impinging on the wall surface with p polarization. Simulations parameters are:
f = 10 [GHz], variable angle of incidence ϑi and linear (TE or TM) polarization.
4.3.3 Smooth wall
First a reference simulation with a smooth and homogeneous wall is done, thus to have
the behavior of an ideal situation. Moreover its electromagnetic characteristics, such as
complex permittivity, have to take in account the overall mean behavior of the system
that we want to analyze.
In this case the received power in both backward and forward half-spaces is due only to
coherent components, so we can write:
RCSp, q(ϑs, ϕs)|smoothϑi, ϕi = 4πr
2
Sqrx, smooth(ϑs, ϕs)
Spi
(4.5)
Sqrx, smooth(ϑs, ϕs) = S
q
r, coh + S
q
t, coh (4.6)
As one can imagine the reflected and transmitted components refer to the backward and
forward half-spaces respectively, i.e., in the backward half-space we have only reflected
contributions while in the forward half-space we have only transmitted ones.
4.3.4 Rough wall
In the case of a rough surface the diffuse component could be relevant and has to be taken
into account in the power balance. In this case we have:
RCSp, q(ϑs, ϕs)|roughϑi, ϕi = 4πr
2
Sqrx, rough(ϑs, ϕs)
Spi
(4.7)
Sqrx, rough(ϑs, ϕs) = S
′q
r, coh + S
q
r, incoh + S
′q
t, coh + S
q
t, incoh (4.8)
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The reflected and transmitted coherent components are here considered different to the
case of the smooth surface, this because these contributions are in general roughness-
dependent. In fact the coherent component for a rough surface can be viewed as a reduction
on average of the specular reflected component in case of a smooth surface (cf. [17]), where
the average is to be interpreted as an ensemble average over many surfaces obeying the
same statistics.
4.3.5 Contributions relationship
According to what seen before we can relate the received power to the different scattered
components, in this way we’ll have a sort of power balance that takes into account all the
contributions.
The idea is to give a sort of transfer function in a statistical way (several roughness
realizations for each kind of structure), thus to have a simple tool to implement in a radio
coverage estimation software.
RCSp, q(ϑs, ϕs)|roughϑi, ϕi
RCSp, q(ϑs, ϕs)|smoothϑi, ϕi
=
∣∣∣Eqrx, rough (ϑs, ϕs)∣∣∣2∣∣∣Eqrx, smooth (ϑs, ϕs)∣∣∣2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ϑi, ϕi
=
Sqrx, rough (ϑs, ϕs)
Sqrx, smooth (ϑs, ϕs)
∣∣∣∣∣
ϑi, ϕi
= ζ (ϑs, ϕs) (4.9)
In (4.9) we made the assumption that Sinc on the target is the same in case of smooth
and rough surface. For one incoming wave direction (ϑi, ϕi) in the backward half-space the
following expression holds:
Sqrx, rough (ϑs, ϕs)
Sqrx, smooth (ϑs, ϕs)
∣∣∣∣∣
ϑi, ϕi
=
S
′q
r, coh + S
q
r, incoh
Sqr, coh
= ζr (ϑs, ϕs) (4.10)
While in the forward half-space it is:
Sqrx, rough (ϑs, ϕs)
Sqrx, smooth (ϑs, ϕs)
∣∣∣∣∣
ϑi, ϕi
=
S
′q
t, coh + S
q
t, incoh
Sqt, coh
= ζt (ϑs, ϕs) (4.11)
Analyzing several realizations in which we keep constant parameters that characterize
the surface roughness (standard deviation of heights and correlation length) we are able
to extract an observed variance of measured values reported above. This leads to the
understanding of parameters deviation around their mean value.
σ2 [ζ (ϑs, ϕs)] =
1
N − 1
·
N∑
i=1
[ζi (ϑs, ϕs)]− ζ̄ (ϑs, ϕs)]2 (4.12)
ζ̄ (ϑs, ϕs) =
1
N
·
N∑
i=1
ζi (ϑs, ϕs) (4.13)
Where, for each (ϑs, ϕs), σ2 is the observed variance, ζi is the i-th simulated value of
Sqrx, rough(ϑs,ϕs)
Sqrx, smooth(ϑs,ϕs)
∣∣∣
ϑi, ϕi
and ζ̄ is the mean value of these ratios.
One fact that has to be taken into account is that when we compute (4.13) in fact we
are evaluating the variance of the ratio between rough and smooth cases, so it is composed
by a random part, namely the roughness contribution, and a constant one, that is the
smooth contribution (used as reference case). A fundamental property of variance is:
σ2 = [a ·X] = a2 ·σ2 [X] (4.14)
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Where a is a constant and X is the random variable. In (4.9) the random variable is the
power profile detected for each simulation with rough surfaces, while the constant is the
normalizing pattern Sq(rx, smooth)(ϑs, ϕs) obtained in the unique case of smooth surface.
Extracting the square root of (4.13) it is possible to evaluate the standard deviation,
namely the deviation around the mean value of several realization of the process:
ζ (ϑs, ϕs) = ζ̄ (ϑs, ϕs)± σ (ϑs, ϕs) (4.15)
Where σ (ϑs, ϕs) =
√
σ2 (ϑs, ϕs) is the standard deviation.
The idea is then to evaluate in which manner irregularities (both superficial and vol-
umetric) scatter the impinging electromagnetic wave in the spatial domain. In fact with
(4.10) and (4.11) is possible to understand, over several realizations, how the power is dis-
tributed in the backward and forward half-spaces with reference to the case of a smooth
and homogeneous slab. The uncertainty over this estimation is given by the standard devi-
ation, namely from the square root of (4.13). In this way a relation between the scattered
power in case of smooth and rough surfaces is defined in the whole spatial domain.
However a problem may occur when we normalize with respect to the smooth surface
RCS in (4.9). In fact it could be that for certain spatial directions (ϑs, ϕs) the RCS values
obtained in the case of smooth surface are very low compared to the case of rough surfaces
and, according to (4.14), this leads to high values of the standard deviation.
4.4 Simulations results
In this section we analyze time domain simulations in order to see the effect of roughness
on the scattered field: a reference simulation is first done with a smooth and homoge-
neous slab and then five RRSs for each surface statistics are simulated and compared to
it. Subsequently all results are averaged and their observed standard deviation is also
evaluated.
In table 4.1 is reported the set of all parameters that have been used to generate RRSs,
for each correlation length/standard deviation couple five surfaces have been generated.
Note that λ refers to the highest simulation frequency, that in our case is fmax = 10 [GHz]
(λ = 0.03 [m]).
SURFACES
Set 1
correlation length – cl λ
standard deviation – 3σ λ/4 λ/2 (3/4)λ λ
Set 2
correlation length – cl λ/2 λ (3/2)λ 2λ
standard deviation – 3σ λ/2
Table 4.1: Set of statistical parameters that have been used to generate the simulated
RRSs.
These values have been chosen considering plausible levels of roughness for building ma-
terials or, in a wider way, for handmade structures according to the simulated sample
dimensions. In fact, thanks to the Gaussian distribution of heights chosen to generate the
RRS, this means that the 99.7% of heights variations from the mean value are under 3σ,
where σ is the standard deviation of heights; so in the “most rough” case (3σ = λ) these
variations are lower than 3 [cm] (maximum peak-to-peak variation ≈ 6 [cm]).
Correlation lengths have been chosen in order to have a correct statistics for the simu-
lated wall of 0.4m×0.4m×0.03m (its dimensions are a good compromise between simulation
time and size compared to the wavelength).
The adopted reference system is shown in figure 4.9: it is centered on the wall element,
ϑ ∈ [0, π] is the elevation angle while ϕ ∈ [0, 2π] is the azimuth; reflection and transmission
directions comes directly from (1.1) and (1.2).
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Figure 4.9: Simulations reference system, ϕ ∈ [0, 2π] starts from x axis (red) while
ϑ ∈ [0, π] starts from z axis (blue).
For each surface the RCS is then obtained in the range [2.4 – 10] GHz for a fixed incidence
direction and polarization. Material electromagnetic characteristics are the one measured
for the sandstone as reported in 3.3. In figure 4.10 is represented the RCS of the
Figure 4.10: RCS [dBm2] for the reference smooth wall, incidence angle ϕi = π/6 and
f = 10 [GHz]
smooth reference wall, it is clear that its maximum values are in reflection and transmission
directions, moreover, due to the infinite incident plane wave extension and finite sample
dimensions, diffraction happens in each edge of the wall. For horizontal edges this generates
the Keller’s cone pattern around transmission and reflection directions while for vertical
edges the Keller’s cone degenerates in the ϑ = π2 plane.
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4.4.1 Results for RRS with cl = λ and 3σ = λ/2
The same simulation has been done for a RRS with correlation length cl = λ and standard
deviation of heights 3σ = λ/2, its RCS is shown in figure 4.11.
It is notable that the reflected component in the specular direction of incidence (the
coherent component) is attenuated of several [dB] with respect to the smooth-wall case,
moreover the power is spread in the whole spatial domain both in the forward and backward
half-spaces as an effect of surface roughness. The effect of edges diffraction tends also to
disappear, because now this contribution is the coherent sum of all random local generated
waves on the sample sides and they don’t follow a regular interference pattern as seen
before. Therefore surface roughness has three main effects:
1. Attenuation of the coherent reflected component
2. The scattered field spreads around the specular direction of reflection and transmis-
sion
3. Border diffraction changes its regular pattern (Keller’s cones are dramatically mod-
ified)
Another important thing to notice when comparing figure 4.10 and figure 4.11 is that
the scattering phenomenon takes place around reflection and transmission directions in
an extended angular domain and not only in the “principal” plane ϑ = π/2, this is one
important result on scattering characterization because suggests that 3D analysis methods
could be better than 2D models. One thing that has to be taken in account is that the
Figure 4.11: RCS [dBm2] for a rough surface with cl = λ and 3σ = λ/2.
strong component in the specular direction of transmission is due to the fact that in
simulations the impinging plane wave has an infinite extension, while the sample has finite
dimensions.
Doing the difference between RCS [dBm2] in the case of rough and smooth surface one
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can obtain the quantities seen in 4.3.
ζ (ϑs, ϕs) = RCSrough(ϑs, ϕs)|dBm2 − RCSsmooth(ϑs, ϕs)|dBm2
= 10 log
∣∣∣Eqrx, rough (ϑs, ϕs)∣∣∣2∣∣∣Eqrx, smooth (ϑs, ϕs)∣∣∣2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ϑi, ϕi
(4.16)
In the following we will show the mean in [dB] of these differences (4.17) and their standard
deviation in [dBm2] over five simulations (4.18).
ζ̄ (ϑs, ϕs) =
1
N
·
N∑
i=1
ζi (ϑs, ϕs) (4.17)
σ [ζ (ϑs, ϕs)] =
√√√√ 1
N − 1
·
N∑
i=1
[ζi (ϑs, ϕs)]− ζ̄ (ϑs, ϕs)]2 (4.18)
Simulations have been done with incidence angle ϕi = π/6, the mean and standard devi-
ation over five surfaces following the same statistics have been analyzed. Applying (4.17)
we obtained figure 4.12, from which some considerations can be done about the effect of
the rough surface on the scattered field.
Figure 4.12: Surface roughness contribution in [dB] (mean value of (4.16) over five
surfaces) for an incidence direction (ϑi, ϕi) = (π/2, π/6).
With reference to the smooth wall, the surface roughness attenuates the specular reflected
component while contributions around it stand out. The same phenomenon of “spatial field
spreading” happens also in the forward half-space, but the transmitted component isn’t
attenuated like in the reflection case and even scattering seems less significant than in the
backward half-space. The effect of edges diffraction, in particular the presence of Keller’s
cones, almost disappears in the rough case, in fact these components are attenuated of
approximately 5 [dB]. It is important to comprehend that this last effect can be primarily
due to irregularities on borders more than in the surface, but since each edge, wedge or
vertex in a real building could be rough (or more generally with an irregular geometry,
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e.g., roof tiles) this is an important consideration that can be taken into account for future
works.
In figure 4.13 the standard deviation (4.18) over five simulations is reported, it equals
also the standard deviation of RCSrough(ϑs, ϕs)|dBm2 .
Figure 4.13: Standard deviation in [dBm2] of (4.16) for (ϑi, ϕi) = (π/2, π/6).
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4.4.2 Frequency analysis
An analysis over different frequencies has been done in order to have an idea on how
scattering changes according to this parameter; even if simulations have been done in the
[2.4 – 10] GHz band, results are reported in figure 4.14 for 2.4 [GHz] , 6 [GHz] and 10
[GHz] for reasons of space. The rough surfaces considered in this paragraph are the same
as 4.4.1, so cl = λ and 3σ = λ/2. It is clear that scattering becomes more important
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Figure 4.14: RCSs in function of frequency.
when the wavelength comes closer to irregularities dimensions, while differences between
RCSs in case of smooth and rough surface at lower frequencies may be more influenced by
irregular edges, because the most relevant differences are in peripheral areas compared to
higher frequencies.
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4.4.3 Standard deviation of heights effect
Another parameter that surely influences the scattered field is the standard deviation of
heights σ, so the level of irregularities has been varied maintaining constant the correlation
length cl in order to evaluate only its contribution.
Results are reported in figure 4.15 where is represented (4.17) for each statistics (see
table 4.1 Set 1) in function of frequency, incidence angle is always ϕi = π/6.
3σ
=
λ
/
4
f = 2, 4 [GHz] f = 6 [GHz] f = 10 [GHz]
3σ
=
λ
/
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3λ
/
4
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σ
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λ
Figure 4.15: Representation of (4.17) in [dB] for correlation length of cl = λ and
incidence angle ϕi = π/6.
As clear there is a direct proportionality between the increase of the standard deviation
of heights and the higher level of scattering, moreover we observe the same frequency
dependence seen before and the same considerations hold. Obviously when we analyze
samples with a high standard deviation of heights we have that also diffracted components
by the sides gets farer to the case of smooth surface with straight edges, so what reported
in the previous figures is a combination of both rough border and surface effects.
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4.4.4 Correlation length effect
According to what done in 4.4.3 for the standard deviation of heights another analysis
has been conducted to find out the effect of the correlation length on the scattered field,
this in order to give a complete description on how each tunable parameter can affect the
overall pattern. Surfaces follow now the statistics represented in table 4.1 Set 2, where
standard deviation of heights is maintained constant while the correlation length is varied;
these results are reported in figure 4.16 and represent (4.17) for the same set of frequency
seen before.
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Figure 4.16: Representation of (4.17) in [dB] for 3σ = π/2 and incidence angle ϕi =
π/6.
As expected as the correlation length gets longer the surface appears less rough; in fact
this means that with the same standard deviation of height, namely the height from the
bottom of valleys to the top of peaks, irregularities are more separated and then slopes
among them tend to be more gently, this results in a surface with less irregular elements
as the correlation length rise.
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4.5 Effect of volume heterogeneities
We have previously seen how surface roughness influences the scattered field, it could be
interesting to analyze if even in presence of volume inhomogeneities the assertion that
scattering in the back-ward half space is more relevant than in the forward half-space still
holds. To do this two different samples have been simulated, a wall made of hollow bricks
(fig. 4.17a) and a reinforced concrete slab (fig. 4.17b). As previously did, obtained results
have been normalized with respect to a smooth and homogeneous wall made of the same
material and having the same dimensions as the simulated one, in this way we obtain only
the irregularities contribution.
(a) Bricks wall (b) Reinforced concrete wall
Figure 4.17: Simulated samples for the estimation of volume irregularities effects.
Wall samples have dimensions of 0.4m× 0.4m× 0.08m , each brick is 0.2m× 0.2m× 0.08m
with ten cavities of 0.028m × 0.025m all along its height and the concrete wall has two
internal equispaced metallic meshes with 92 [mm] side.
4.5.1 Bricks wall
In this paragraph we will analyze the brick wall sample reported in figure 4.17a. It is
constituted by hollow bricks of 20cm × 20cm × 8cm (which electromagnetic materials
parameters are the same measured in 3.3) and among them there is a 1 [cm] thick mortar
layer as in the reality.
RCSs in case of smooth and homogeneous wall, real brick wall and their ratio (4.16)
are reported in function of frequency for an incidence angle ϕi = π/6 are reported in
figure 4.18 (the reference system is the same as before, see fig. 4.9).
In these cases it can be noticed that there is not such a correlation between irregu-
larities and the back-scattered field, in fact, when considering the brick wall, the RCS
pattern changes considerably in every direction and not only in the vicinity of reflected
and transmitted components as before in case of rough surface only. Therefore we can say,
with reference to these first simulations, that anything can be stated about the spatial
correlation that could exist between volume irregularities and the scattered field.
Moreover geometrical properties of the structure, such as air-cavities dimensions, surely
affect field propagation through it and then we have a stronger dependence on physical
parameters that may vary case-by-case.
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Figure 4.18: Volume irregularities RCSs analysis in case of brick wall.
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4.5.2 Reinforced concrete wall
Concrete electromagnetic properties are εr = 5.5 and σ = 0.013 [S/m] and have been
picked up from CST MWS material library; the simulated reinforced concrete wall has
been generated with two metallic meshes having an internal side of 92 [mm].
The same workflow as before has been applied to simulations, so RCSs in case of smooth,
reinforced concrete wall and their difference (4.16) have been extracted.
As discussed before for the brick wall, in case of volume effects, internal geometry could
influence the scattered field. In this case the internal metallic mesh has a strong impact on
the RCS and cells dimension could also affect the structure frequency response (resonances,
irradiations, etc.). Even in this case results haven’t shown any evident correlation between
volume inhomogeneities and the concentration of scattering around particular directions.
It is important to remark that all these analysis are preliminary, so further works are
necessary to state something more accurate on this topic; however we wanted to show the
different behavior and complexity of scattering when considering volume irregularities.
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Figure 4.19: Volume irregularities RCSs analysis in case of reinforced concrete wall.
4.6 Contribution of roughness to the transmitted power
An interesting thing that can be analyzed by simulations and measurements is how surface
roughness and/or volume irregularities influence the transmitted power or, in a wider
perspective, the overall system power balance.
The parameters that we need to estimate are the S11 and the S21 that are the input
port voltage reflection coefficient and the forward voltage gain of the equivalent two port
network of the system represented in figures 4.20a–4.20b. In particular their modulus
square power, |S11|2 and |S21|2, are nothing more than the power reflection coefficient
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R defined in 1.1 and the power transmission coefficient T that differs from (1.8) and
(eq:powTransmTM) because of the losses in the material (in fact (1.8) and (1.10) suppose
σ = 0).
(a) Front view (b) Rear view
Figure 4.20: Setup for unit cell simulations; red squares are the system ports (Port 1 is
where the incident plane wave is stimulated) and the wireframe delimits the periodically
repeated unit cell.
Then one can obtain the part of incident power that is reflected and transmitted by the
wall, moreover the fraction of dissipated power can be calculated. In fact, thanks to
energy conservation, it is possible to extract the dissipated power Ploss that comprehend
both ohmic losses in the material (if σ 6= 0) and, in case of rough surface, the power that
goes in in other polarizations:
|Sp11|
2
+ |Sp21|
2
+
P ploss
Pinc
= 1 (4.19)
Where S-parameters are expressed as a linear quantity, i.e., S11 = 10(
S11 [dB]
20 ) and p refers
to the polarization of the incident plane wave (TE or TM).
Our final goal is to evaluate how roughness influences Ploss/Pinc for both polarizations,
therefore, in order to evaluate the different power allocation in case of smooth and rough
surfaces, simulations with unit cell conditions (Floquet conditions) in CST MWS can be
done. Adopting this kind of boundary conditions we are able to change the incidence angle
while contributions of wall sides are not considered, as it is supposed to have an infinitely
extended surface. Small geometries could be also simulated without loss of generality,
thanks to the fact that the slab under test is considered to be an infinite extension of
the unit cell but, depending on the real geometry, this procedure has to be done with
care and also in manner to maintain good surface statistical properties. Extending the
defined unit cell to an infinite periodic structure forces also the field to be periodic with the
same period; the concept is that Floquet conditions at unit cell ports relate this spatial
periodicity with the electromagnetic field giving back the same result as in the infinite
extension case. Moreover applying phase-shift terms to cell boundaries permits to change
incidence directions.
In this way four different kinds of samples have been analyzed in the frequency range
[1 − 3] GHz: a sandstone slab with 3 [cm] thickness and a concrete wall with 10 [cm]
thickness, both for two surface statistics (all parameters can be found in table 4.2).
Note that the wavelength value refers to the highest frequency (3 [GHz]) and electro-
magnetic parameters of the sandstone slab are the same as in 3.3 while for the concrete
εr = 5.5 and σ = 0.013 [S/m].
Finally simulations with the unit cell boundary conditions have been done in order to
reproduce the ideal condition of an infinite extension wall; as said before in this way S-
parameters can be estimated, so it is possible to evaluate the power that flows through
the sample in case of rough or smooth surface or even the effect of volume irregularities
with respect to a homogeneous sample.
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Thickness cl 3σ Incidence angle ϕi
Sandstone 3 cm λ/4 λ/8
0◦ and 30◦λ/4
Concrete 10 cm λ/4 λ/8
λ/4
Table 4.2: Simulated samples with unit cell boundary conditions; mean thickness and
RRS statistical parameters are reported.
All results in case of smooth and homogeneous slab can also be obtained from models
with a good accuracy, in particular (3.2) can be modified for this purpose in order to
consider different layers of mediums (e.g. air-wall-air), while only approximate and lacking
solutions exist if rough surfaces are considered.
In figures 4.20a–4.20b a representation of the simulated unitary cell in the case of con-
crete, port 1 is where we stimulate the incident plane wave for both TE and TM po-
larizations (input port). With reference to these figures it is possible to understand how
S-parameters are calculated: at each port voltages and currents are monitored that are the
input and output signals of the structure; the structure can be considered as an abstract
system (see fig. 4.21) with input and output signals that are related by the calculated
transfer function, defined as the quotient between the output signal spectrum and the
input signal spectrum for each port modes combination.
Figure 4.21: Relations among the model, the simulated system and their respective
signals in time and frequency domain.
In our case of figures 4.20a–4.20b the stimulation is given at port 1 as a plane wave realized
with Floquet conditions, then S-parameters are estimated by the software, for both co-
and cross-polarizations components, as the transfer functions of the equivalent two-port
system; for example STE11 is the ratio between the spectra of the TE component of the
output and input signals at port 1.
4.6.1 Sandstone
Simulation results are reported for each surface statistics and incidence angle. First refer-
ence simulations with a smooth slab are done obtaining S-parameters in ideal conditions
and after simulations for rough surfaces are done. Superimposing these results for each
TE or TM polarization one can observe the difference introduced by the RRS. In this case
the material thickness is less than a wavelength for all frequencies of interest.
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(a) TE (b) TM
Figure 4.22: S11 (red) and S21 (blue) in [dB] in case of smooth (straight line) and
rough (dotted line; cl = λ/4 , 3σ = λ/8) surface for TE and TM polarizations and
incidence angle ϕi = 0.
(a) TE (b) TM
Figure 4.23: S11 (red) and S21 (blue) in [dB] in case of smooth (straight line) and
rough (dotted line; cl = λ/4 , 3σ = λ/8) surface for TE and TM polarizations and
incidence angle ϕi = π/6.
(a) TE (b) TM
Figure 4.24: S11 (red) and S21 (blue) in [dB] in case of smooth (straight line) and
rough (dotted line; cl = λ/4 , 3σ = λ/4) surface for TE and TM polarizations and
incidence angle ϕi = π/6.
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(a) TE (b) TM
Figure 4.25: S11 (red) and S21 (blue) in [dB] in case of smooth (straight line) and
rough (dotted line; cl = λ/4 , 3σ = λ/4) surface for TE and TM polarizations and
incidence angle ϕi = π/6.
These results show that at low frequencies there isn’t a big difference between S-parameters
in case of a smooth or a rough surface as it is at higher frequencies; this can be due to the
fact that RRSs statistics are tuned according to the lowest wavelength, so that at lower
frequency the surface is seen almost as smooth.
Another interesting effect is the change of behavior of the two TE and TM polarizations
for the incidence angle ϕi = 0: in fact when we consider a smooth homogeneous slab
these two components equals each other (in agreement with (3.2)) while in case of rough
surface depolarization happens so they are slightly different. Moreover it is notable that
the increase of standard deviation of heights from λ/(3 · 8) to λ/(3 · 4) results in a higher
attenuation of the transmitted component, i.e., |S21|2 tends to be lower with higher degree
of roughness in the considered frequency band.
4.6.2 Concrete
The same set of simulations has been done for a concrete wall of 10 [cm] thickness, which
is comparable with the wavelengths of simulated frequencies.
As one can see in the following figures the roughness effect is now more clear and
evident: the transmitted power is reduced on average, but the difference is in the order
of maximum 1 [dB]− 3 [dB]. The interesting effect is that at certain frequencies even the
reflected component is lower than in the smooth case, this means, according to (4.19), that
roughness modifies the overall power balance.
Moreover simply inverting (4.19) it is straightforward to obtain the amount of incident
power dissipated into the media and transferred in other polarizations because of the rough
surface Ploss/Pinc (figg. 4.30a–4.31b).
First of all it is interesting to observe that the higher the frequency the higher the losses,
independently from the polarization or incidence angle. In addition, comparing red and
blue dotted lines in figures 4.30a–4.30b and figures 4.31a–4.31b, it is possible to see that
the increase of standard deviation of heights rises the lost power.
Therefore from these results we can say that surface irregularities influences the overall
power balance of the system, in general losses tend to rise with higher degree of roughness
and this can be translated in more dissipations in the material and transfers of power into
cross polarized components.
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(a) TE (b) TM
Figure 4.26: S11 (red) and S21 (blue) in [dB] in case of smooth (straight line) and
rough (dotted line; cl = λ/8 , 3σ = λ/4) surface for TE and TM polarizations and
incidence angle ϕi = 0.
(a) TE (b) TM
Figure 4.27: S11 (red) and S21 (blue) in [dB] in case of smooth (straight line) and
rough (dotted line; cl = λ/8 , 3σ = λ/4) surface for TE and TM polarizations and
incidence angle ϕi = π/6.
(a) TE (b) TM
Figure 4.28: S11 (red) and S21 (blue) in [dB] in case of smooth (straight line) and
rough (dotted line; cl = λ/4 , 3σ = λ/4) surface for TE and TM polarizations and
incidence angle ϕi = 0.
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(a) TE (b) TM
Figure 4.29: S11 (red) and S21 (blue) in [dB] in case of smooth (straight line) and
rough (dotted line; cl = λ/4 , 3σ = λ/4) surface for TE and TM polarizations and
incidence angle ϕi = π/6.
(a) ϕi = 0 (b) ϕi = π/6
Figure 4.30: Ploss/Pinc in case of smooth (straight) and rough (dotted line; cl = λ/4,
3σ = λ/8) surface.
(a) ϕi = 0 (b) ϕi = π/6
Figure 4.31: Ploss/Pinc in case of smooth (straight) and rough (dotted line; cl = λ/4,
3σ = λ/4) surface.
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A possible way to analyze the scattering phenomenon is to measure the received signal
at an antenna for several positions around the object of the transmitting antenna (see
fig. 5.1).
As previously seen reflection and transmission coefficients are functions of the incident
angle ϕi and, as a consequence, the same is for the field spatial distribution. Moreover one
has to remember that this dependence holds also for the effective degree of roughness (see
1.3). Therefore to give an estimation of both back and forward scattering is necessary to
measure, for each incident angle, the scattered signal in the whole angular domain Then
Figure 5.1: Diffuse scattering measurement setup.
the adopted solution has been developed in one of CEA-Leti Grenoble anechoic chamber
in order to satisfy the before-mentioned constraints and offer the best flexibility during
the measurements: a rotating positioning system, where the wall under test is positioned,
is placed between transmitting and receiving antennas; one of these antennas has a fixed
position, while the other has the possibility to rotate both jointly or dis-jointly with the
sample, that can only rotate on itself.
Once measurements from this setup are available, the scattering pattern could be de-
termined in two different ways:
1. Comparing the measurements of two different slabs of the same material, one with
a smooth surface and the other with a rough surface.
2. Implementing a scattering model in a ray tracing program and tune it with respect
to the measurements, after that the best fitting parameters of the model are assumed
to describe the wave-sample interaction.
The former option is explicitly analysis-oriented, in fact the differences in the two cases
are mainly due to surface roughness and this permits to evaluate only its contribution. On
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the other hand the latter method permits to understand if a certain model can be suitable
for scattering characterization, so it is a way to verify something previously supposed.
5.1 Experimental setup
A positioning system has been ad-hoc designed in order to do a complete characterization of
the sample following the previously descripted measurement setup. The available rotation
stage, in which the positioning system is placed, is the Newport RV120PP (fig. 5.2). Its
characteristics can be found in [18] and, in particular, maximum operating loads are given
in figure 5.3.
Figure 5.2: The Newport RV series rotation stage.
Figure 5.3: Newport RV120PP load specifications.
5.1.1 Load dimensioning
First a load dimensioning has been done. The weight of the antenna and its support
is supposed to be around 6 [kg] = 58.8 [N] = QantH , and its maximum distance from the
rotation axis of the RV120PP is dmax = 1 [m]. As one can see from figure 5.3 the maximum
centered load supported by the stage is Cz = 1800 [N] ∼= 184 [kg] while considering an
off-center load one has to satisfy one of the two last inequalities depending on the axis
orientation. In our case the rotation axis is vertical, normal to the floor, so the maximum
off-center load is given by (cf. [18]):
QmaxH =
1800 [N]
1 + 1000 [mm]40
= 69.2 [N] ∼= 7.1 [kg] (5.1)
Considering the real weight of the antenna and its support we are able to estimate the
remaining off-center capability of the rotation stage:
QmaxH −QantH = 69.2 [N]− 58.8 [N] = 10.4 [N] ∼= 1.1 [kg] (5.2)
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Inverting the second-last equation in figure 5.3 we obtain that the centered load capability
still available is:
Cz =
(
1 +
1000 [mm]
40
)
· 10.4 [N] = 271.2 [N] ∼= 27.7 [kg] (5.3)
Finally, just from system dimensioning in terms of loads, the maximum weight of the
sample plus the support structure should be around 28 [kg] when the antenna is positioned
at 1 [m] from it.
With the same procedure it is possible to obtain the maximum values of Cz for a fixed
antenna (plus support) weight in function of the distance from the rotation axis. These
results are reported in Table 5 for QantH = 6 [kg].
dmax [mm] Q
max
H [N] Cz [N] Cz [kg]
100 514.29 1594.20 162.67
200 300.00 1447.20 147.67
300 211.76 1300.20 132.67
400 163.64 1153.20 117.67
500 133.33 1006.20 102.67
600 112.50 859.20 87.67
700 97.30 712.20 72.67
800 85.71 565.20 57.67
900 76.60 418.20 42.67
1000 69.23 271.20 27.67
Table 5.1: Maximum values of Cz in function of dmax.
The table above is quite useful because, with the designed setup, the distance between the
antenna and the sample can be varied according the needs.
5.1.2 Inertia
Another parameter to take into account is the maximum inertia that the positioner can
handle; this value represents the maximum kinetic energy that the rotation stage can
absorb in the event of a sudden halt at the maximum speed or, equally, the kinetic energy
that the stage can sustain when accelerating from stop to the maximum speed in 250 [ms]
(cf. [18]). The moment of inertia with respect to the z axis is given by:
Iz = M · d2 (5.4)
WhereM is the mass and d is the distance of the mass from the rotation axis; note that the
total inertia of a certain system is obtained by the superposition of the various happening
effects, i.e., we have to sum up all inertia contributions. The values of inertia Iantz , due to
the antenna and its support, are reported in table 5.2. These results have been obtained
fixing Mant = 6, [kg] (previously we called this parameter QantH ) and applying (5.4) in
function of the distance from the rotation axis. Furthermore we have also a contribution
to inertia from the sample Isamplez that mainly depends on its shape and weight (Msample).
For a parallelepiped structure the inertia can be evaluated with (5.5):
Isamplez =
1
12
M · (x2 + y2) (5.5)
Where x and y are the dimensions of the sample defined with respect to the z rotation
axis applying the right-hand rule. As said before Itotz =
∑
i I
i
z, where different i represents
different contributions to inertia (sample, antenna, etc.).
The maximum inertia sustainable by the RV120PP positioner is Imaxz = 1 [kg m2], so this
limit is exceeded most of times. Anyway, as reported in [18], this issue can be neglected if
the stage is used at low speeds or, better, at speeds for which an accidental stop wouldn’t
produce inertia higher than the maximum allowed. For example if Itotz /Imaxz = 3 the
highest angular speed that one should use is equal to ωmax/3.
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dmax [mm] I
ant
z [kg ·m2] Isamplez [kg ·m2] Itotz [kg ·m2]
100 0.06 2.17 2.23
200 0.24 2.17 2.41
300 0.54 2.17 2.71
400 0.96 2.17 3.13
500 1.50 2.17 3.67
600 2.16 2.17 4.33
700 2.94 2.17 5.11
800 3.84 2.17 6.01
900 4.86 2.17 7.03
1000 6.00 2.17 8.17
Table 5.2: Values of inertia for Mant = 6 [kg], Msample = 40 [kg], x = 0.8 [m] and
y = 0.1 [m].
5.1.3 Torque
Finally we must consider the torque developed by the positioner. From [18] we have that
the maximum allowed torque is Tmax = 15 [N/m] for all speeds; in table 5.3 are reported
the maximum weightsMmaxant of the antenna and its support, as a function of d, that permit
to remain within this limit.
dmax [mm] M
max
ant [kg] dmax [mm] M
max
ant [kg]
100 0.06 600 2.23
200 0.24 700 2.41
300 0.54 800 2.71
400 0.96 900 3.13
500 1.50 1000 3.67
Table 5.3: Mmaxant to respect the torque constraint.
As previously said the weight of the antenna and its support Mant is about 6 [kg] thus,
for a certain distance from the axis, when this value exceeds the values reported in the
aforementioned table the rotation stage can be used only in the horizontal position, where
the rotation axis is normal to the ground (cf. [18]).
5.1.4 Positioning system
According to what said at the beginning of this chapter a positioning system for scattering
measurements in anechoic chamber has been made. First an accurate evaluation of needs
and constraints has been done, in fact dimensions and weights of this structure had to
satisfy rotation stage requirements and positioning alignments. As an existing structure
was already available we tried to design the new system in manner to reuse some of its parts,
but others options have also been analyzed. Therefore during the design phase several
interviews have been done with external suppliers, so to have further verifications of our
design and also to adapt it to realization constraints. The most important characteristics
that our system had to offer were:
1. Full 360◦ rotation of the antenna round the sample (as the other antenna position
is fixed)
2. Possibility to rotate the antenna both jointly and disjointly with the sample
3. Material under test holder (sample dimensions up to 1m× 1m× 0.2m)
4. Mechanical strength for weights up to 40 [kg]
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As a result the system that best fitted our needs is reported in figure 5.4. The sample of
the material under test is placed over the principal support on the left and is fixed on the
holder in figure 5.5 by four clamps that are screwed on it. This system allows to secure
several kinds of samples, in fact the clamps in the holding system can be adjusted according
to material dimensions. This part rotates jointly with the rotating system previously seen,
the Newport RV120PP.
The antenna is placed over an arm that has the possibility to rotate all around the sample
and in the meanwhile it can be also fixed jointly with it each 10◦; in this manner one has
the possibility to maintain constant the angle between the antenna and the specimen while
varying the angle with respect to the other antenna (see fig. 5.1). Thanks to this system
we are able to reproduce bi-static measurements on a plane. Another parameter that can
be changed is the distance between the antenna and the material under test, in fact in the
arm are present two grooves permitting the antenna to move back and forward on it.
Figure 5.4: Upper part of the realized positioning system for scattering measurements,
side view.
Figure 5.5: Sample holder, top view.
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5.2 Farfield condition
In measurements we used a rectangular horn antenna EMCO 3115 with a diagonal aper-
ture of 27.5 [cm]. As well-known the far field condition is expressed by:
d =
2D2
λ
(5.6)
Where D is the maximum dimension of the antenna and d is the distance after which we
are in the farfield region. The positioning system that we have seen in 5.1.4 offers the
possibility to vary the distance between the antenna and the sample within a maximum
distance of 0.85 [m] (because of dimensions constraints of the anechoic chamber); since we
do measurements in the [2− 10] GHz band (5.6) is not always satisfied.
Frequency [GHz] 2 4 6 8 10
d [m] 1.01 2.02 3.03 4.03 5.04
Table 5.4: Farfield distance in function of frequency for the EMCO 3115 horn antenna.
Simulations with CST MWS have been done with a simplified model of the horn antenna
used in measurements (see fig. 5.6) in order to evaluate the phase difference between the
center and the side of the sample.
Figure 5.6: Simulated horn antenna design.
(a) 2 [GHz] (b) 4 [GHz] (c) 6 [GHz]
Figure 5.7: Patterns for vertical-TE (blue) and horizontal-TM (red) polarizations.
The sample is a concrete slab (εr = 5.5, tan δ = 0.03) which dimensions are 0.90m ×
0.60m× 0.03m distant 0.80 [m] from the horn. The phase results are given in figure 5.8 as
a function of frequency for a normal incidence angle. As we can see in figure 5.8 the phase
differs between the center and the border, than confirming that the impinging wave is not
plane as wanted, the phase representation of the system composed by the horn antenna
and the wall is shown in figure 5.9 for a frequency of 6 [GHz].
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Figure 5.8: Phase in degree of the impinging wave in the center (orange) and in the
outer border (green) as a function of frequency.
Figure 5.9: Phase representation at 6 [GHz]; the antenna doesn’t illuminate the sample
with a plane wave.
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5.3 Reference system
Measurements have been conducted with the reference system shown in figure 5.10. It
differs from the one adopted in simulations (fig. 4.9), in fact we have to remember that
(1.1) and (1.2) still hold but in our case two different angles are varied, the incidence
angle and the receiving angle, so it is better to show the measurement reference system in
manner to have the key to post-process our results.
For a fixed incident angle ϕi, the system composed by the sample and the TX antenna
are rotated jointly from 0◦ to 360◦ with 2◦ step; this angle will be denoted by ϕsample.
Figure 5.10: Measurement setup scheme for ϕi = 0◦ and ϕsample = 0◦.
For example is shown in figure 5.11 the measurement setup for ϕi = 0◦ and ϕsample = 90◦.
According to what said before we have that the specular reflection (with respect to the
Figure 5.11: Measurement setup scheme for ϕi = 0◦ and ϕsample = 90◦.
incidence angle ϕi) happens when the receiving and transmitting antennas satisfy (1.1),
thus when:
ϕreflsample = ϕi + 180
◦ (5.7)
Considering the transmitted field (1.2) still holds but, due to the small thickness of the
sample, it is reasonable to assume that the transmission direction is the same of the line
of sight (LOS) case. Therefore the transmission direction is when ϕsample satisfies:
ϕtranssample = −ϕi (5.8)
As said before this is useful to comprehend how to manage measurement results (vector
indexes, angles, etc.) for the post processing.
Anyway it could be better to have the possibility to analyze measurement results with
the same reference system as in simulations, thus to have the x axis normal to the surface
and angles that follows (1.1) and (1.2) without any correction. Therefore a change of
reference system in has been done in data post-processing (fig. 5.12).
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Figure 5.12: Final measurement analysis reference system (same as in 4.4).
Now it comes natural to understand results shown in the next section thanks to the facts
that ϕrefl = −ϕinc and ϕtrans = ϕinc + 180◦, where the same assumption as in (5.8) has
been done.
5.4 Measurement results
Using the experimental setup seen in 5.1.4 and 5.3 a measurements campaign has been
conducted for different incidence angles and with different samples. The idea is to retrieve a
sort of transfer function of the building material under test and also evaluate the difference
between the rough and smooth samples. For each incidence angle a reference measurement
is first done without the sample in order to characterize the overall effect of the antenna
and the support. The second step is to repeat the same kind of measurements with the
desired sample, in our case we measured two different kinds of sandstones: a smoothened
one and a rough one with same dimensions of 0.9m × 0.6m × 0.03m (more precisely the
thickness is 0.033 [m] for the smooth and 0.035 [m] for the rough).
Finally the post-processing leads to a sort of sample transfer function ξ(f, ϕi, ϕsample)
of the material under test in the analyzed plane, that is the squared ratio between the
H(f) when the sample is present and the H(f) of reference case:
ξ(f, ϕi, ϕsample) = 20 log
∣∣∣∣ Hsample(f, ϕi, ϕsample)Hcalibration(f, ϕi, ϕsample)
∣∣∣∣ (5.9)
The same operation can be done with two different measurements of the same slab in case
of rough or smooth surface, in this way only the scattering contribution should be present
(in a similar way as we did in simulations).
Measurements have been done for incidence angles ϕi of 20◦, 30◦ and 40◦, while ϕsample
varied from 0◦ to 360◦ with 2◦ angular step (181 points); for each configuration a wide-
band frequency measurement of H(f) has been conducted from 2 [GHz] to 10 [GHz] with
10 [MHz] step (801 points). The polarization of the impinging wave has always been ver-
tical (TE) and antennas were in co-polarization.
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Figure 5.13: Analyzed rough sandstone slab mounted on its holder.
5.4.1 Calibration meausurement
The first step is to do a calibration measurement of the system without any sample, in
this manner we characterize the transfer function of the antenna and its support, that is
a modified antenna radiation pattern as represented in figure 5.14 for an incidence angle
of ϕi = 30◦ = π/6 and frequency f = 10 [GHz].
Figure 5.14: Calibration measurement for ϕi = 30◦ at f = 10 [GHz].
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5.4.2 Measurement with sample
Subsequently measurements with samples, both smooth and rough, have been done (note
that the smooth slab isn’t perfectly polished, a little level of roughness is present, but it
is very low even if compared to the highest frequency).
(a) Smooth sample (b) Rough sample
Figure 5.15: Detail of smooth and rough samples.
In figures 5.16a–5.16b are reported the polar graphs for smooth and rough sandstone slabs
respectively. As one can see the introduction of the slab results in an attenuation along
transmission direction with reference to the calibration measurement and evidently the
reflection lobe in the backward half-space appears. This lobe is the sum of both coherent
and incoherent contributions, but thanks to the fact that the level of roughness of the
smooth slab is negligible we can say that in this case it is almost due to the coherent
component summed with the diffracted field from slab sides.
(a) Smooth sample (b) Rough sample
Figure 5.16: Measurement with smooth and rough samples for ϕi = 30◦ at f =
10 [GHz].
5.4.3 Sample transfer function
Processing our measurements as described in (5.9) permits to obtain only the contribution
of the material, thus the effect that the introduction of the slab has on the system.
From figures 5.17a–5.17b it is clear that the field spatial distribution is spread over a wider
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(a) Smooth sample (b) Rough sample
Figure 5.17: Measurement with smooth and rough samples for ϕi = 30◦ at f =
10 [GHz].
angular range in the case of rough surface at the expenses of the specular reflected com-
ponent that is attenuated if compared to the smooth slab. These measurements show an
higher reflected component around incidence direction, that is something like the backlobe
in figure 2.11. Even diffracted components seem to be different, but it is hard to separate
each contribution from the other and then any supposition could be wrong.
Moreover it is possible to observe an higher attenuation in transmission when the rough
sample is considered, this accordingly to simulations in 4.
5.4.4 Power beamwidth
Starting from polar plots in figures 5.17a–5.17b we tried to retrieve the scattering lobe
beamwidth (in degree) in function of frequency for both smooth and rough slabs. The
purpose of this analysis is to see the different behaviour of the two samples over a wide
frequency range and report aspects that usually are not taken into account.
The first step has been to find out the half power beamwidth (HPBW) for the various
frequencies for both samples (figg. 5.18a–5.18b) and different incidence angles. Note that
the HPBW has been calculated with reference to the value in the specular direction of
reflection for each frequency, i.e., the measured value of (5.9) in the reflection direction
has been evaluated and, with reference to that, the nearest values attenuated of 3 [dB]
have been searched, determining the HPBW. Actually the implemented algorithm for the
beamwidth calculation is more complicated, because it permits to set an angular step of
underthreshold samples to wait before setting beamwidth borders, this in order to neglet
local underthreshold peaks that may be present.
As one can see for the smooth sample, we have that for certain frequencies (e.g. 2.6 [GHz],
5.4 [GHz] and 8.1 [GHz]) there isn’t any reflection lobe, in fact at these frequencies its width
ranges from 80◦ to 160◦, while for the rough sandstone slab it doesn’t happen.
To explain this phenomenon we have to remember that in the smooth case the slab can
be modeled as a constant-thickness wall, so the ideal Fabry-Pérot model (see 3.1) holds
and the structure has several frequencies of resonance, where the incident field is almost
totally transmitted (neglecting losses). The red dotted line in figure 5.17a represents in
fact the power reflection coefficient obtained from (3.2) and it is easy to see that we don’t
have the reflection lobe at resonance frequencies (minima of power reflection).
Vice-versa, looking at figure 5.17b, when the rough sample is considered the reflection
lobe is always present. This fact could be explained because now the slab has locally always
a different thickness, and then the Fabry-Pérot model, which power reflection coefficient in
represented in red, doesn’t hold anymore, because it assumes an infinite constant-thickness
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(a) Smooth sample (b) Rough sample
Figure 5.18: HPBW (blue) versus power reflection coefficient (red) in function of
frequency for ϕi = 30◦.
wall (fig. 3.1). In the rough case thus the constructive in-phase sum of the field is destroyed
and reflection always happens.
Another interesting aspect is that the effect of scattering introduced by the rough surface
cannot be seen very well when considering the −3 [dB] lobe, because in our case it has a
small contribution if compared to the coherent component, then could be better to analyze
the −10 [dB] lobe (see below).
For example in the following (figg. 5.19a–5.19b) is reported (5.9) at the resonance fre-
quency f = 5, 43 [GHz] for the smooth sample and f = 5.03 [GHz] for the rough (due to a
slightly different thickness between the two).
(a) Smooth sample f = 5, 43 [GHz] (b) Rough sample f = 5, 03 [GHz]
Figure 5.19: HPBW estimation in case of smooth and rough surface at their respective
resonance frequencies for ϕi = 30◦. The red straight line shows the −3 [dB] threshold
level, with respect to the value in reflection, for beam width calculation, while the blue
and green dots delimitate the HPBW.
These previous polar plots highlight the fact that in case of roughness the reflection lobe
at a resonance frequency is more evident with respect to the smooth slab and in addition
the specular reflected power is higher thanks to the fact that the resonance doesn’t happen
anymore.
As previously said we also investigated the −10 [dB] beamwidth of (5.9) for the to
samples, in order to better evaluate scattering contribution (figg. 5.20a–5.20b). As before it
is clear that at resonance frequencies the smooth slab hasn’t any reflection lobe at −10 [dB],
while the rough sandstone wall continues to be more independent and the beamwidth
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(a) Smooth sample (b) Rough sample
Figure 5.20: −10 [dB] PBW (blue) versus power reflection coefficient (red) in function
of frequency for ϕi = 30◦.
is only sligthly accentuated at these frequencies. Moreover for higher frequencies (f >
8.8 [GHz]) scattering begins to come out evidently, as the lobe is wider if compared to the
smooth case (see for example figg. 5.17a–5.17b).
To conclude it is important to say that these wideband characterizations may have a
strong relevance in scattering study, in fact these frequency-dependant aspects are not
always taken into account, as the hypotesis of infinite thickness wall is usually done (then
no resonance is present). As we seen before, surface roughness introduces a strong variation
from what expected in ideal models and from what is measured for a smooth surface, then
applications designed without considering these aspects may not work properly and, on
the other hand, taking into account these phenomena could lead to a better use of the
channel and improve the overall system performance.
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Conclusion
A complete analysis of diffuse scattering from building structures has been conducted, first
its behavior and its relevance in a real propagation scenario are explained and discussed,
subsequently some models are reported in a state-of-the-art including articles and studies
already present in literature. Starting from this knowledge, this work focus its attention on
answering to questions not completely answered yet, in particular we tried to verify that the
scattering phenomenon influences more the field in the backward half-space, furthermore
we wanted to find out if surface roughness influences the overall power balance with respect
to a smooth wall.
Then a new simulation setup based on an electromagnetic finite integration technique
(FIT) simulator has been ad-hoc developed to analyze three-dimensional scattering distri-
bution and allowing to do accurate electromagnetic simulations of real handmade struc-
tures, including rough surfaces and different kinds of building blocks reported in 4.2. Its
realization required to focus on different topics, first of all how to realize random rough
surfaces (RRS) in this simulation environment but also how to use them in order to get
significant results. In addition the implementation of different kinds of real walls required
a good knowledge of CST Microwave StudioTM (CST MWS) macro ambient based on a
limited set of Visual Basic (VBA) instructions.
Simulation results showed that in case of RRS the scattering is more influent in the
backward half-space rather than in the forward half-space, its dependence on the surface
statistical parameter (standard deviation of height and correlation length) has also been
observed in function of frequency showing a good agreement from what expected. Another
interesting thing related to this topic is that even when the Rayleigh criterion (1.13)
considers the surface as smooth the scattered field isn’t negligible, thus the Fraunhofer
criterion (1.14) could be a better condition for discriminating rough and smooth surfaces.
In case of volume inhomogeneities no hypothesis about diffuse scattering can be a priori
done, in fact frequency dependence is strictly related to the sample internal geometry.
On the other hand the study of the system power balance led to the conclusion that
surface roughness affects the power loss into media and transferred to other polarizations
proportionally to the degree of roughness, while in the state of the art this aspect isn’t
usually taken into account.
In parallel the design and realization of a measurement setup for scattering characteri-
zation has been carried out (see 5) and a wideband characterization of scattering has been
done. Results have shown how roughness affects the diffuse field and its different behavior
in function of frequency, pointing out an intrinsic transfer function of building materials.
In order to have a complete comprehension of scattering in propagation environments all
these topics will require deeper investigations, and then our results will permit to bet-
ter focus the efforts for future works. In particular three-dimensional scattering spatial
distribution and the behavior of scattering in case of volume inhomogeneities need to be
modeled; moreover further studies are needed to formalize the characterization of the over-
all power balance and the depolarization of the impinging wave due to surface roughness
(and maybe even due to volume irregularities). Finally our measurements can be used to
calibrate already existing scattering models (e.g. ray-tracing tools) and eventually even
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other kinds of samples can be analyzed thanks to the realized experimental setup.
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